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IHTEODWCTIOM 
the liRpextaace #f phoephoxtit isaterlels in crop production 
had been reeofnized for scores of yearst it was not uaatil the introduction 
of 8Uperphosph«te that a suitabie product was available for widespread 
use* In 1@4$ Sir John |.awe$ of fiothansted found that treating rock 
phosphate with sulfuric acid resulted in a soluble product well suited 
for use as a. fertiliser* 
From that tiae the consumption of ordinary superphosphate (16 to 20 
per cent Increased steadily* ^perphosphate constituted the najor 
source of phosi^orus fertiliser until recent years «^en concentrated 
superphosphate to SO per cent became widely used in this country 
for direct application and in the foxisulati^ of stixed goods* 
T)«i avera^ annual consumption of phos|4)oru8 fertilizers in the 
United States for the period lf2^193l> was less than TaOfOOO tons (^2^5 
equivalent)* @y 1952 this figure had risen to 2t270*000 tons and has 
remaijwd about steady since that tim* l«ma*s consumption has increased 
froffi an average of 1»400 tons PgOg per year for the 1935-1939 period to 
84|000 ton# in 1952 and to over IC^jOOO tons in Idie years 1954 and 1955* 
AcccHspanying ^is increased use of phosplmrus fertilizers more Iowa 
soils are receiving repeated applications and heavier rates* Since tiie 
fertilized crop removes only a part of the added phosphorus* it is then 
not surprising that farmers want to know what becomes of the excess or 
2 
yiius«d portion and whether this residual phosphorus* constitutes a reserve 
which can supply a part of the requireiBents ©f future crops, or is 
entirely lost. 
Yield response to residual phosphorus has heen observed on many Iowa 
soils# Hew«vert the magnitude of this effect has varied markedly depend­
ing upon th® crop grownt weather and general growing conditions# time 
since fertilizer application, source ©f j^osphorus and probably differ­
ential effects caused by placejment of tjise fertilizer along with widely 
varying soil properties. Although it is of aajor importance to be able 
to evaluate the effectiveness of residual phosphorus with respect to its 
availability to crops, th© usual cheiaical extraction aethods have been 
thought inadequate for its correct estimation. 
Attempts to correlate chemical soil tests with yield responses to 
residual phosphorus in rotational cropping systems have been seriously 
explicated by year to year crop effects, subseepjient non-unifowa 
fertilizer additions and ejcperimnts designed for olJier purposes. For 
these reasons a study was undertaken in which it was intended that the 
effects of these variables would toe »ini»ized« 
H^e ®a3or objectives of the research reported in this dissertation 
were three. The first was to study the effects of initial ai^lications 
of phosphorus fertilizer upon the subsecpient levels of available soil 
phosphorus and to co®pere these results with those observed when equal 
*The ter®s "residual phosphorus" will refer to that portion of the 
applied phosphorus fertilizer that reisains in the soil after the initial 
cropping season has passed. It »ay or »ay not be available for plants to 
use iiamediately or at som future time. 
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rat®i wrt applied mer# fir@fuentl|r in co&iMiiatioiis of or three 
different years. 
Ilie se«0Rd objeetive was to determine relationships among estimates 
of the avsiiaMlity of residual phosphorus as indicated by chemical soil 
test# crop yield and coiipositlon, and radioactive raeasureaaents. 
The third objective was to employ the relationships established in 
an interpretation of toil test and greenhouse i&easur^ents of residual 
phosi^orus in other soil® with known histories with respect to phosphorus 
fertilizationi, Itiis would include soil saroples from several cooperative 
experiments on fa»ers' fields which had received differential rates of 
phosphorus fertilizer in previous years and were located on a number of 
different soil types* 
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REVIEW cr LITERATURE 
&tiz-|ft@ last i»o decades considtrable eaiphasis has b«en placed on 
th© study of the reactiont of phosphorus fertilizer with soil and of the 
avallaMlity of the produett foaraied# The literature on the subject 
indicates varied objectives of research and diversity of opinions as to 
the is^ortance of residual fertilizer y^osphorus to crop production. 
"Biis should not be totally une^ected in view of the »any different 
laboratory approaches and the variable soil* weather and crop conditions 
under which the field experiments have been performed. 
Only that part of the literature which seems pertinent to the present 
study is reviewed here. Major emphasis is placed on the more recent 
publications which in Many cases verify earlier findings and, as well, 
often contain excellent reviews of previous work. 
Response to Sesidual Phosphorus 
In 1909 Ellett and Hill (20) noted that indiscriminate use of 
phosphorus fertilizers by farmers resulted in an accumulation of unused 
residual phosphorus. Haa^er (2t) in 1925 observed tiiat considerable 
residual phosphorus was left over for follcwing crs^ss as a result of hill 
fertilization for corn. Sclmitt (59) noted a significant increase in 
"root-soluble* phosphorus in heavily fertilized vineyards. Others (26, 
44, 48, 49, 51, 53, 66) observed responses to residual phosphorus for 
several years after fertilization under soil conditions ranging from 
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pM 4,0 (26) to fyeater than pH 8*0 (44). 
to point np the diveirstty of opinions* however* different reviewer# 
(34, 44, 63) have enuaserated sooe instances where researchers have 
claiwB^ little valwe for residual phosphorus* More recent evidence of a 
wall value is fiven by Cooke and aasser (14), They observed no 
appreciable lmild-«p in dilute acid soluble phosphorus fro» biennial 
applications of 50 and 100 pounds on a lealden soil collared with 
annual additions of 3) pounds but plant response was noted. 
The effectiveness of residual phosphorus to crops has been thought 
to be largely dependent upon such factors as the total amount of phosphate 
applied, time and frecjuency of application, chemical and physical properties 
of the soil, @rosion losses* weather conditions and species of crop grown 
in years followiiif application. Anderson and McLachlan (l), in New South 
l^alest t«^dr@ssed ordinary supeiphosphate on soils of 5.0 to &«5 at 
rates of z®ro, 72 and 144 pounds PgOg per acre. Each rate was applied 
all at once or in affiouiits of one-half each two years* or one-fourth each 
year. They concluded that the total quantity of phosphate had roore affect 
on yield than time or frequency of application* Stelly a»d Morris (64) 
concluded sintilarly that rate of application was the primary factor 
affecting the response of cotton to residual phosphorus on a Cecil soil. 
The results of m experiment on a Lake Charles clay loam (10), 
however, Incorporating a variation in rate and frequency of phosphate 
applications, indicated that 30 pounds ^2^5 applied each year produced 
more unifom yields of forage and phosphoztis percentage than heavier 
rates applied infrequently# After 4 years the total production of forage 
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wast ©ifnifieantly lemr whtn pounds per aere had all been applied 
at th® iieginnin§ of the expeziment as eoi^ared to yearly applications of 
30 pounds or Menniel applications of 60 pound# ^ 2^6* 
The TOlative effectiveness of fall and spring applications of 
phosphorus fertilizers can foe cited as evidence of the effectiveness of 
residual phosphorus* In Scotland, Stewart and WilliaiBs (6S) and Williains 
(72)» in field and freenhouse experiments respectively! reported "Uiat 
phosphate applied in the fall of the years was as effecti*^ as applications 
in the spring at planting ti»e. However, in a later paper Williams (71) 
cites evidence to indicate ^ at lost rates do show a decline in effective* 
nets when applied in the fall. He indicated that in the previously 
mentioned experiments (65) the rates of application were too high to 
pemiiit the demonstration of differences between fall and spring dates* 
Schanehl et al. (SS) found no appreciable difference in the response of 
sugar beets to superphosphate on calcareous soils in Colorado whether it 
was plowed under in the fall or spring* They reported no residual 
Bieasureffients for the following years* 
Ttie reaction of soil has been considered one of the snost in^ortant 
factors affecting the availability of residual ii^osphorus* Olsen (44) 
states that raost evidence indicates the residual value of applied 
phosphorus fertilizers is greatest near a pH of 7 and becomes 8€»Bev^'hat 
less in more alkaline soils and is the least in acid soils* 
Comparative masureffients of residual phosphorus at various pH levels 
of a given soil are difficult* Hwever, the integration of Ideas 
acquired studies of different soils can be used to inplement some 
1 
eonceptlon of th® effects of reaction and other soil properties* 
The reactions followinf the addition of monocalcim phosphate to 
calcsreotts soils are explained by Olsen (44) and Cole et al. (13) as 
# 
consistinf ©f a rapid monolayer sorption of fjhosphate on CaCX)^ surfaces» 
and in the zones of high i^osphate concentration in the region of 
fertilizer particlest the precipitation of dicalciusi phosphate or a 
cmpound of siinilar properties* These initial products possess a high 
availability t® plants. M early as 1928* iWistin (2) reported that one 
should expect lasting availability ©f added phosphates on calcareous 
soils because of 1^@ formation of dicaleiuiB phosphate cosipounds in the 
presence of GaOOgj# 
ttild (70)» in siffamarizing opinions ahout the reactlcms of mono* 
cslclM® phosphate in acid soli®, states that phosphates are retained 
by the ©lay roinerals as a result of tJ^ fosBation of chemical bonds 
with lattice Ions# The phosphate probably exchanges with hydroxyl groups 
sshich are norraally linked with Iron or al»»in<«# These sorbed forms may 
be cpjlte available to growing crops (34)^ but in tliae they becoBie less 
soluble and less available* §inee the c<wicentration of readily available 
phosphate in the soil solution necessary for satisfactory crop grewrth is 
lw» the rate of renewal of phosphate absorbed by plants fro® the soil 
solution is aaost important (4> 72). A decrease in total availability 
need not necessarily then be linked with decreased solubility. 
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®i©n used with reference to the forms of phosphorus in a soil, 
the te3»B ••ftios^ate" will refer to anions which are fox«ied from the 
dissociation of ortho^osphorle add or any of its salts* 
a 
itudy ©f photphat# fixation* as such was not attempted in the 
reseaarch reported in this thesis# "n^exefor© further reference to literature 
pertaifiiirig to the aechanisraa of fixation and their measurement is o«itted# 
The reader ia referred to the «any excellent reviews on iixe subject (16, 
34, 42, 44, 69, 70). 
IncoKplete recovery of added phosphorus fertilizers can be caused by 
other factors ^an reversion to unavailable fonRs- In residual studies, 
utilizinf cotton in continuous culture on a liartsells very fine sandy 
loans, folk (67) could account for all but 25 per cent of the added 
phosphorus. M® attributed this loss t© erosion# tikeisfise, Scarseth and 
Chandler {ST)» using total analysis procedures* concluded that inueh of the 
non^srecoverable phosphorus in lonf-tiBse studies on a Norfolk loa«ay sand 
was lost by erosion. 
Estimation of Residual Phosphorus Availability 
Until recent years "Wbe availability of residual phosphorus has been 
detezsnined largely by neasur«»ent of the response of crops in yield and 
phosphorus ci^tent. H^e lack of residual response was often exaggerated 
since heavy a»ounts of fertilizer •m&re usually added to a very responsive 
crop and the xesldual measurements were often aiade with a less responsive 
grain crop (19)• However, with th# advent of radioactive isotopes a 
*'*Pho8phate fixation" will refer to any change which the phosphate 
undergoes with the solid phase of the soil which results in a net 
reduction of phosphate ions in solution. 
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useful t®ol becaffi® available whereby a quantitative measurement of the 
absorption of tafged fertiliier phosphorus was possible* Fried and Dean 
(21) used this new approach and calculated the so-called "plant available" 
soil phosphojias w^ich they ter»ed the J value. They described this 
value as ® ^antitatlve iseasure ©f the soil phosphorus which is as 
available as the ^osphorus in the added radioactive tagged standard* 
#iother approach to the evaluation of the available phosphorus status 
of a soil was smployed by Oean (IT)# He estimated the available 
phosphorus in soil by the extrapolation of yield-of-phosphorus versus 
rate-of-ph©sphorus-added curves to ^ e X axis# Ihe estimate obtained 
wa® called the j value which he showed to be approxinately equal to the 
radioactive deterwined J value under certain conditions. That is* the 
relative availability of the applied fertilizer standard and the native 
soil phosphorus must restain the sane at increasing rates of tiie standard 
resulting in a linear response curve. 
Other biological »etood« for estiwating phosphorus availability in 
soils have been proposed. HcCants (40) and I^lson et al» (43) have 
written comprehensive reviews of several of these procedures. 
Radioactive phosphorus was first reportedly used in plant absorption 
studies in 1936 by Hevesy et al» (^). A few years later Ballard and 
i>ean (3) pioneered the use of radioi^osphorus in the direct application 
of a tagged phosphorus fertilizer to soil in the greenhouse and subse-
(pently measured phosphorus absorption by the plant and its distribution 
therein* Soae of the earliest reported field work using radioactive 
phosphorus was that of Spinks and Barber (62). They measured the 
10 
aJbsoiptlofi of fertilizer phosphorus bf wheat at different stages of 
frowth. 
One of the basie assui«qpti©ns that »ust be satisfied to Justify the 
use ©f radioactive isotopes in tracer studies is that the radioactivity 
fflMst not interfere with the noimal processes of plant gr<»*th. Or, if 
there Is any effect, it aust he very small in proportion to the Infor-
aiation gained hy its use* This effect has been investigated by aiany 
researchers and there is not complete agreemnt that it can be assumed 
to negligiblefc 
Hendricks and Clean (29) reported the dry weight of ryegrass tops 
was not affected by levels of radioactive |:diosphorus varying fro® 0*075 
to i»875 ffiilllcurles per pot of 3 kilogra»8 of soil. Working with 
young barley plants In mitrlent solution, Bussell and Martin (64) 
concluded that any injurious effect at less than 0*015 mllllcurles per 
liter was negligible* Howevert at higtier radiation concentrations, 
visible root damage and Impaired phosphorus absozptlon occurred* Also, 
Russell et al* (55) found that the ratio of fertilizer phosphorus to 
soil phosphorus absorbed by plants cmild be altered by changing the rate 
of radioactive phosphorus wAille keeping the rate of phosphorus addition 
constant* 
32 
et al* (19) used rates of P In a field experlnent on wheat 
resulting In laore than 1000 tlmt® the activity per acre as that used In 
the field experiments reported in this thesis* He ftmnd no adverse 
32 
effects on the production of dry aatter, total phosphorus and P 
absorption* Mthough Bluroe (6) observed soae effects of high activity. 
n 
lie fQuadl that the im instances of damage noted were too small appreciably 
to affect the data gained by the use of ^e isotope* Likewise* Bould 
ft al* (7) noted soae instances of radiation affecting phosphorus 
absorption* they concludedy however^ that the effects noted were too 
32 
saall to preclude the use of P in soils studies. 
Prior to the advent of radi©phosphorus techniques most phosphorus 
studies were conducted on soils abnomally low in that nutrient# 
How^evert it is now possible to observe results on soils relatively high 
in fertility (18) and to Measure significant residual effects several 
years after fertilization when yields fail to indicate response (39}» 
At appi-oxiaaately the saffi® time different investigators (211 23» 35) 
proposed methods v<ihereby the phosphorus status of a soil could be 
ascertained. A caparison was »ade of lAie specific activity of the 
phosphorus in plants with th« specific activity of phosi^orus in the 
applied radioactive fertilizer* Despite variations in mathematical 
treatment and interpretstion* the three approaches are essentially the 
saM* The ^  value as ejqplained by Fried and Pean (21) will be considered 
here. It is calculated fro® tfe® equationi 
where ^  is the »ount of soil phosphorus that is as available to the 
plants as the phosphorus in a standard phosphorus fertilizer which has 
32 been applied to the soilf S is the amount of P tagged phosphorus 
fertilizer standard applied» and y is the proportion of phosphorus in 
the plant derived ftm the fertilizer* or the ratio of the specific 
activity of the plant «aterial to that of the original fertilizer. 
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th# validity of the calcwlation of ^  value# as shown above depends 
on an assun^tion that the concept of slssple isotc^ic dilution holds* 
32 
This Implies that the rates of diffusion or reaction of the P and the 
31 p f tm the "available* portions of the fertilizer and soil phosphorus 
®U8t be e<|ual within liaits of experimntal error# If this were not the 
ease the equations 
JbR 
s P 
would not hold* In this equation, and indicate the amounts of 
soil phosphorus in the soil and plantf respectively* and and 
indicat« the ai^ounts of fertiliser (standas^) phosphorus in the soil and 
plant, respectively, llierefQre, plus equals the total aroount of 
phosphorus absorbed by tl» plant and the ratio Ais equal to the 
proportionate wounts absorbed, which in turn equals the proportionate 
amounts available* 
Russell et al* have presented a critical theoretical evaluation 
of the usefulness of J values* They point out that only if the availa­
bility of the pi ant* avail able fraction of soil phosphojrus is similar to 
that of the fertilizer standard will coasparable ^  values be obtained by 
varyinf the rate of addition ©f the standard* Such is not the case with 
fflost studies of this kind* As a result, unless a uniform rate of 
fertilizer standard is applied in a fiven e3q>eriment comparisons among 
the different ^  values obtained will be biased* In practice, it should 
be noted, investigators usually employ only one rate of the standard* 
An evaluation of the availability of phosphate residues is possible 
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bf a ecMTOparison ©f J values mtaswjred on previously phos|;^ated plots with 
those measured on the n^-jAosphated plots. The difference theoretically 
reprttenis the s»©ui»t of avail able residual phosphorus in terms of the 
availability of the standard taffed fertilizer that is used. Also, an 
evaluation of the eouparttive securacy of ehemical extractants can be 
obtained for estimatin® the level of available residual phosphorus as it 
is oeasuied by j valijwas# 
»t al. (45) detemined J values in greenhouse experiments on 
««ples from several soil types of the United States and Canada having a 
wide ranf© in pUm Ihey showed that in roost instances value measure-
aents accurately predicted vshether or not a soil would respond to 
f^osphorus fertilizer in the greenhouse# Also, because 4 values 
Indicated a respctfise to phosphorus applications at high fertility levels 
and were not as subject to imperfect growth conditions as yield of dry 
matter* they were used as a standard for soil test corarelations* 
Correlation coefficients (r) were calculated between the results 
of various cheroical extractants arwS j, values for all soils (45)» Their 
tests Included one group of samples fro® long-ti«ae rotation experiments 
on calcareous soils containing varying levels of residual phosphorus# 
Correlation coefficients (r) of ©•965, 0.936, 0#903 and 0.881 resulted 
from cwsparisons ©f J values and the extractantsi water, sodiun 
bicarbonate, Sray weak acid (will refer to 0*03^ in 0.025N HCl) 
I ^ 
and carbon dioxide, respectively. 
®t al. (47) also used greenhmise determined J values to 
14 
•valMate th® ©f different ch«i»ical extraetants for the 
prediction of the availability ©f residual phosphorus in <;alcareous soils* 
Other in¥estl9ators (41, 50) conpared the results fr(»i various 
chwBsical extractants with J values obtained in ^ e greer^ouse on soil 
samples fro® long-time field experiments having different levels of 
residual phosphorus* Prinee (50) obtained significant correlation 
coefficients (r) *^en easapajdLnf ^ values with Truog (0.002N and 
neutral |i extractable phosphorus on an Orangeburg fine sandy loam» 
Howevert in ^tokansast McLean and Hoelscher (41) found poor correlations 
between j values and Truof and Sray (modified) tests# They inferred 
that the ehewical extractants» and not the values* failed to detect 
the xesidual phosphorus* 
Hiere have been few investigators (9, 52t 68) who have correlated 
the results of chenieal extraction of residual phosphorus with values 
deteamined in the field* Caldwell et al* (9) applied superphosphate and 
rock phosi^ate each year for a 6 year total of 240» and 240 and 600 
pounds ^ 2%* respectively* ¥xm aeasureaents in the sixth year* they 
obtained a correlation coefficient (r) of 0*92 between the Bray weak 
acid test and J value# ami •0*16 between Iray strong acid test (0.03N NH^F 
in 0*1§ HCl) and j| values* these r values were apparently c«maputed froa 
tl^ ffiean results for several phosphorus fertilizer sources obtained from 
oats* hay and corn as indicatoar crcps* and with a different placeaient of 
32 
the P tagged standard for each crop* it would be expected that the 
different growth habits of the test crops as well as the effects of broad-
east and band placea^nt of the standard could affect the absorption 
15 
in i way that bias tha eonparisons between values 
and chenical extraction methodis. 
iobertson and idttofi (52) found that in most instances the Bray weak 
acid extractant more nearly predicted field determined values than the 
Bray strong acid (0#03|[ HC1)» even on the rock phosphate 
plots# 
Webb and Pesek cciBpared 4 values measured in the field, the 
Bray mak acid c^micel extraction procedure and crop yields as to their 
effectiwness for prediction of -^e level of available phosphorus in 
long-time experiironts# They obtained highly significant correlation 
coefficients (r) In eompsrinf ^  values versus crop yields and soil test. 
Bi^ey concluded that J values provided a reliable estimate of the available 
phosphorus as indicated by crop yields* The chemical soil testt likewise, 
provided a satisfactory estimate of phosphorus availability except on a 
calcareous Ida soil. 
yield response and crop exposition have been the accepted standards 
for assessing the value of freshly applied or residual phosphorus. 
However, it has been recognized Uiat the true value of the nutrient may 
not be accurately Measured in this way because of certain limitations 
such as lack of response on soils having a moderate to hij^ level of 
native available phosphorus and the effects of adverse growth conditions. 
It has been shown by laany investigators, cited previously, t^iat value 
measurenents overcoi^ some of these 1 invitations} and if certain 
restrictions are ia^osed on tlwir use they can a valuable aid for 
many types of studies. 
16 
moommm 
tlm vaHous procedwares utilized in this study are grouped into 
three major categories to faeilitate the description of materials and 
technic|ues| namely^ field experiffients* greenhouse experiswnts and 
analytieal aethods# 
Field i^eriffients 
three field experiflients were initiated in the spring of 1953 on 
widely differing soil types* A brief description of the location, soil 
t^@ and original soil test values for pH, phosphorus and potasslms are 
given in laWe !• General descriptions of t^ese soils were taken in part 
from Sifflonson et al« ((&0). 
the Floyd soil is a Sniniziw developed on till of the Xowan Drift* 
Ihese soils are comonly acid and crops often respond to phosphorus* 
potasslm or nitrof^n fertiliters, or their combinations* 
The idina is a Hanosol foxmed fro^ Peorian loess occurring on 
nearly level upland divides. Caiaracteristically ^ese soils have a 
light gray horizon and a heavy S horizon which isipedes natural 
drainafs* Iliey are acid and crops frecfuently respond to nitrogen and 
phosphorus fertilizer additions. 
Hie Ida soil is a Lithosol formed fr<w coarse, calcareous loess and 
occurs dcminantly on slopes of 8 to 20 percent* It has essentially no 
profile dewlopaent and, being lews in organic matter and available 
17 
phosphoxiisji crop respons® t© nitrofen ani<i phospherus fertilize*-# is 
usually siaxked# 
TaMt 1» Th© loGstionsf soil t^e and original soil test values for 
the residual phosphorus field experirotRts on Floyd, Edina and 
Ida soils started in 1953« 
l)q>, no«* Location 
Soil 
type 
S»ple 
depth pH lbs. P/A. lbs. K/A, 
F-ar?8 Carx.-'Clyde Floyd 0- 6» 5*4 4.4 166 
Expm Fax% si# io» 6-12" 5*6 1.9 158 
12-24« 5*9 0.7 197 
24- 6.7 0.5 184 
F-27t9 So, Iowa idina C3- 6* 5*4 3.7 161 
Ut^m Faxm ti» lo« 6-12" 5.5 1.4 174 
12-18'* 5.6 0.8 268 
F-2780 E* Hanson Ida 0^ 8.0 0.5 227 
Far® si* lo* 6-12* 3*1 0.5 196 
near i2-24- 8.2 0.5 191 
li« Ia« M* Fj# 24-36« 3.2 0.5 204 
defers to fit«ifa«rrs on file in the Soil Fertility office in the 
^ronomy Suildiraff Iowa State Qollefe. 
^^teraiwed Isy th® losia State Golle^a Soil Testing Laboratory. 
Iteeause of their sefai-peimanent nature and the desire to use radio­
active matsrials in one phase of the investigation, the experiments were 
located on or near experisaental fairas. The three locations or ejqperiments 
will be referred to in this thesis as Floydt Experiment F-27TO, Edina, 
Experiieent W*2TB and Ida, ExperlMent F-2780# The areas were selected 
for unifoxmity of soil, slope and expected responsiwness to phosphorus* 
The location on Floyd had been a part of a field that was in com 
13 
in lfS2# A l®w rat® of hill fertilizer was applied on the corn, other­
wise no large amounts had been used. Soybeans had been grown on the 
Edina area for ©any years »»lth no fertilizer additions* A corn-corn-
®ats»»eadow rotation had been follonfed on the Ida soil with little or no 
phosphorus additions* 
In preparation for plantinf and fertilization, the Floyd and Edina 
soils were plowed and then disked} the Ida soil was not plowed the first 
year* Beoaiise of the plan of the experimenti in any one year phosphorus 
treatments were applied to only a part of the plots and were then disked 
under. A listing of the treatments appears in Table 2. Randotsized 
block designs were enpioyed. 
Taiile 2. The years and rates of concentrated superphosphate appli­
cations for the various field treatments of the Floyd, Edina 
and Ida experlsMnts* 
applied Rates ©f P as lb«* P-0„ per acre for 25 treataients* 
I I in.. I 11,11.1 I gi i iiii n.ii I 
I a J i 1 k I § a la IJ 
19S3 none 30 60 120 2m 
19&4 mm mm 60 120 240 mm — 
1955 eimw tmfm 30 60 120 240 
M M m li 2k as ai ai 
1953 30 60 120 240 mm m'-t* mm mm 30 60 120 240 
1954 30 60 120 240 30 60 120 240 30 60 120 240 
19S5 mm mm mm 30 60 1^ 240 30 60 120 240 
^Underlined nt»bers at the top of columns refer to individual 
field P treatwentsi, fw© no# ^  treatments included In Edina Ejqperlaient* 
Treataents numbered I2» 3^1 oaltted frore Ida Experiaient. 
Field repllcatlonst Floyd and Edina = 6« Ida » 5* 
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@rai!»ilat»«i c®|icent3rate«S supsfphosphatt (0-"«5»0) from vdhich the fine 
<4w«t wa# jreTOVe«i wa# bjroaieatt «nif®»sily over the plots at the prescribed 
rat@@* h tiiiifom appliestion #1 nitrofen and potassitffii fertilizers was 
alsQ applied at this tJyme m ^ e Floyd and Edina experiments* ^pli" 
€:ati0Rs on the Ida eitperinent included only nitro9«fi for« as shown in 
Tai»le I, the level of native available potassiun was his^« In 1953 and 
19S4 "tiie wnA.f&m applications consisted of 30 pounds of nitrogen as 
anoniUR nitrate and 30 pounds of potassiw as K^O in the fom of nuriate 
of potash on the Floyd and Edina s®ils. A rate of 40 pounds of nitrogen 
was applied m the Ida soil# In 19^ the nitrogen rate was increased 
10 pounds per acre on eaeh experiment. 
The experiroental areas were disked thoroui^ly following the appli­
cations of stipex^oephate and nitrogen and potassium fertilizers* A 
tanif#fin ffiiadnf of the f^osphorus fertiliser in the surface 4 to 4^ inches 
was iffiperati^e since different j^ars of application were involved. 
Unless care were taken a placement variable could easily c<Miq3licate the 
ejiperlffiWBts and bias results# After the first year the soli was 
plowed to a shallow depth of approximately ^  inches* 
l^e areas were soeded to oats using a grain drill at an early date 
in j^ril of each year* Itie variety Cherokee was used on the Floyd and 
Ida experiments. Missouri ©•20S was used on the Edina experiment* The 
sama varieties were used on the respective experinents each year. Grain 
. yields and total dry matter yields were obtained every year* 
In an attmpt to ninisaize any differential effects that night be 
caused by greater additions of organic naterials on the hi^er phosi^ate 
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plots th« total above grownd portion ©f year's growth of oats was 
entirely removed frow the plot* For this and similar reasons oats was 
frowaa continuously* Since oats it a short season crop and its depth of 
root penetration into deeper horiz^s is not great as eonpared with corn 
or siw»e other available test crops it was felt that by its use corre­
lations of ffleasurefiients between the field and greenhouse v^&uld be much 
higher* The shallomer root syste® s»€»ild be expected to ffiiniaize any 
effects of iifferenttti absorption of native soil phosphorus from below 
the plow layer as Influenced by th® effect of f^osphorus treatment on 
root extension. 
The rock phosphate-supeiphosphate experlBents that are located on 
the Carrin@ton~Qlyde Ixperinentil f a» on Carrin^t^ le«e» the Southern 
Iowa Experittental Fa« on idina silt loam and the (kundy-i^elby Eiqperi-
nental Fa3» on %undy silt loam »»@re leell adapted for sone preliminary 
studies on correlations of field, freenhouse and laboratory aaeasurements 
usinf radioactive phosphorus and ch^ical soil tests. Therefojre, in 
1953, concentjcated superphosphate taf9«d with radioactive phosphorus was 
applied on the no^ji^osphorus cheek plots and on certain other plots that 
had received ei#ter rock i^osphate or superphosphate at only one time in 
the past* 
Soil saaiples were taken for greenhouse and laboratory tests prior 
to the application of the radioactive fertilizer in sufficiwnt quantities 
for duplicate greenhouse pots for each field plot* The saetpling was 
accomplished using a specially made soil sas^ling tube of l::^ inches 
in dimeter, and about 50 cores per plot were ressoved to a depth of an 
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inch ijeiew depth, @jr abowt 7 inches. 
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The concentrated stiperphosphate tagged with P was obtained through 
tiie courtesy of the Pivielon of Fertilizer and Agricultural Line, Soil and 
Hater Conservation ieseareh Branch, Agricultural Research Service, United 
States Depirtoent of Agriculture, The specific activity of the fertilizer 
received in 1953 was ©#2 »6. per g# of PgOg* It was received in half-pint 
fruit jar«, each containing the prescribed (pantity of tagged fertilizer 
to be applied per plot at a rate of 20 pounds of P®^ acre. Sub-plots 
S by 7 feet in size mm superimposed on the main plots in such a way as 
to miniroijEe any daffiaging effect of the tagged fertilizer on the future 
conduct of the ejsperiaent®* 
Since the radioactive fertilizer was not received in time to permit 
application before oats seeding# it was topdressed on the plots at about 
the time of seedling emergence. It was applied by the use of an 18-inch 
long delivery spout screwed onto a 2 cfuart Jar into which a portion of 
fine white plasterers* sand was added with t^e fertilizer. The mixture 
was broadcast as uniformly as possible over the sub-plot area. 
Plant samples were taken for P assay at two different stages of 
growth of the oats* The first sasaples were obtained when the plants 
were about 8 to 10 inches in height and the second at the hard dough 
Stage of the grain* 
Sifflllar radiophosphorus fertilizer plots were superimposed on each 
Of these rock phosphate-supe^qshosphate eieperittents in 19S4. In 195&, how­
ever, this was done on only the Edlna and Carrington soils. The procedure 
was the same in these two years except the specific activity of the 
fertilizer was 0.15 ®c. per g. ©f and saroples of oats plants 
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mm takftn at only tfe© hard dcmgh stage of the grain. 
In 19&5 radioactive fiel<4 ro@asur®®©ntt were also made on the three 
major residual phosphorus ejtperinents described earlier a$ the Floyd, 
Idina and Ida experi«Ksnts* Before fertilizer applications* soil samples 
were taken fra» each of the plots that was to reeeive radioactive super­
phosphate* ^proxiffiately 3 gallons of soil was re»oved per plot. A 
large sized soil samplinf tube* described previously* was used and 
approximately 60 cores were taken per plot to a depth of about 6 to 7 
inches. It was felt that this depth would be sufficient to obtain a 
unifojoa vertical saniplin® of the fertilizer phosphorus that had been 
appliedt allowinf for uneven depth of plying* diffusion of the phosphate 
and movemnt in solution* It intended that the sample would be taken 
to a uniform depth of approxiflaately 1 to 1^ indhes below the plow depth. 
In this way a given anount of fertilizer would be aiiixed with the same 
(pantity of soil regardless of year of application—at least as far as 
the freenhouse and laboratory tests were ooneerned. nue soil was 
removed and taken to the greenhouse and dried for further studies. 
Radioactive fertilizer was applied at the same time as the regular 
1955 superph08i::^ate applications. Plots were selected for the radio­
active study in such a way that as many as possible of the plots would 
not be contaminated for further use. For example, If a plot which had 
not previously received an application of j^osphorus fertilizer was 
scheduled to receive a pound rate in 19!^, the 30 pound rate of 
tagged superphosphate was applied in its place and that plot became the 
no phosphate check as far as residual phosphorus laeasurements were 
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^ommxn»4m In this way it was possibl# to obtain radioactivo infonnation 
as w#ll as a?®gMlaar fx^aiit yields and total dry matter yields all on the 
same plots in the s&m year* Tlie procedure was followed on as aiany plots 
as possible* 
in»e Bilxt«r® ©f sand and tagged fertilizer was broadcast at a uniform 
rate of 30 pTOnds P^Og per acre on an area of 60 square feet at one end 
of the 10 by 20 foot main plots of the Edina and Ida experiiaents and the 
12 fey IS feet plots of the Floyd* The radioactive fertilizert the super­
phosphate applications for the year and the blanket fertilizer appli­
cations were all applied and were disked-in at the saroe time* 
SaiB^les of radioactive plant material were taken at the hard dough 
stage of the grain# Duplicate senples were removed from each plot in an 
attempt to alniaize the swpling variation. The samples catuprised about 
straws and were obtained by walking through the plots and removing 
straws at random* After a saaple for one plot was removed and bagged, 
the seccwid s«jple was obtained in the stfne way* The samples were taken 
to th^ laboratory* dried and grmind for radioactive assay* 
At maturity the oats crc^ was harvested for grain and total dry 
watter yields- After the necessary weasuressent® were oade on the 
individual plots the balance of the straw was removed from the entire 
experi»ental areas as had been done in previ<His years. 
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0e&®dtimm Exp«riMnt8 
Qretrdiouse experlTOnts «ejr@ conducted In different years* 1953, 
1984 iand ltS5# In the first year soil saaples were taken from all phases 
of three rock phosphate-supezphosphate experisientst that is, the oats, 
nieadow and coxti blocks* These represented applications of rock phosphate 
and superphosphate in three consecutive years iBB»ediately prior to 1953 
OB two ejqseriaients and in two years on the other. Sufficient soil was 
taken fro® the plots so that it would be possible to run duplicate 
deteiffiinations in the greenhouse on every plot in each field replication 
as well as to have a sufficient cjuantlty left over for chemical measure­
ments* 1h« soil samples were dried and crushed to pass a 4-iiiesh sieve. 
Itie sane procedure for handling the soil was followed for the 1954 
and 1955 smples* In the forsier year several experiments containing 
rates of phosphate applied in soaie preceding year and located on farmers' 
fields vsere sa®pled# the soil types and experiasent nuaabers are given in 
Tables 45 to 51 in the ^pendlx. The nii»bers were assigned to the soli 
swples and both are on file in the Agronomy Building, Iowa State College. 
The dried and screened soil was thorou#ily roixed and duplicate 
quantities amounting to 4 pounds each were removed froiB each sample* The 
soil plus an e(|ual weight of fine vthite plasterers* sand was placed into 
a twin-shell rotary mixer along wl-tii a quantity of radioactive concentrated 
superphosphate ecplvalent to a rate of application of 80 pounds of 
per acre based on the 4 pounds of soil added per pot* (In this case an 
acre is assumed to be equivalent to 2 million pounds of air dry soli. 
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Fwrth®!- r#ftarenc« to rates ®f natrient In greenhouse ejqjerisients will be 
on the batls of soli only.) the dry soil, sand and radioactive fertilizer 
were nixed for sufficient tine to insure c(%^lete and unifom mixing of 
ttsteriais* The mixture was transferared to Ho, 10 cans which had been 
painted with an asphaltian paint to prevent rusting during the period of 
the experliBent. A sisiilar procedure was followed in each of the 3 years 
except that polyethylewt bags were used as ean liners in 1955. 
In the 1953 greenhouse experiment, oats was used as the test crop* 
m^proxiffiately 22 seeds were planted per pot and after the plants were up 
the stand was thinned to 15 plants* S^ppl^ental nitrogen and potassium 
in solution were added to each pot when the plants were about 3 inches 
tail and again in the fifth week# Ihe solution was prepared by dissolving 
sufficient and in water to result in a 1 to 1 ratio of N and 
KgO* The solution was made to a volume such that an aliquot of 10 ml* 
would supply a rate of @0 pounds per acre of each of the nutrients at 
each application* 
Millet was substituted for oats as the test crop in the 1954 and 1955 
eseperiments* About 30 seeds were planted per pot and then thinned later 
to ll> plants* Millet produced a more nojiual growth during hot suower 
conditions than did oats and proved to be very satisfactory* 
Other than the different test crop, the major change in the cwduct 
of greenhouse e^qperiiaeiits in 1954 and 1955 as compared with 1953 was in 
the rates of additi<^s of suppl«nental nitrogen and potassiuro. In 1954 
a nutrient solution having a 3 to 2 ratio of N to K^O, respectively, was 
prepared and a rate equivalent to 120 pounds N and 80 pounds K^O per acre 
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was added at thjfee different ti»es after plsntlngt 2 weekst 3|^  weeks end 
5| weeks. Hie plants were harvested 7 weeks after planting. 
Spiptoms of nltrofen deficieney app@ai«d on the siillet plants as 
the 1954 harwsting date approaehed# Therefore, in 1955, the M to K^ O 
ratio in the supplMental nutrient solution was Increased as well as the 
rate# An application ec^ ivalent to 300 pounds of H and 160 pounds of 
K2O per acre was aixed with the soil and sand* It had been noted 
previously that the seedlinfs wade slow early growth on the Ida soil and 
sand fiiixture and as a result the plants were less tolerant of root rot# 
Ute applieation of nutrient solution at planting ti»e alleviated this 
proble»* 
A second application of 0^ pou^ s of M and 160 pounds of K^ O was 
roade ^  weeks after planting# An additional ISO pounds of N was applied 
at 5|^  weeks# this resulted in a total quantity e<^ ivalent to 750 pounds 
M and 320 pounds KgO per acre based on the soil onlyi or, one-half that 
rate if caloulated on the basis of the soil-sand grwth «^ diun»# 
the 19SS esqperiwent was harvested after 8 weeks and as in the 
previous @jcperias«nts the plants were dried in a forced air oven at 65®C#, 
weighed and ground for radioactive assay and ch®»ical analysis* 
Analytical Methods 
32 iteasure^ ents of P in plant material were made according to the 
briqpiiet mettiod described by WacKenzie and Dean (37, 1^ ), 
Plant sassples for total phosphorus analysis were re-dried at 65®C« 
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Ihe ashingy extraction and colorlffletx-ic px-ocedures w©i« as follow®, 
0*90 9« samples into beakers, add 5 ml. of 51^  aagneslttffi acetate* 
Place the beakers on a steaoplate and evaporate the moisture fron the 
plant material* Place tlwffl into an electric furnace and raise the 
tSB^ erature to about 200®C# until smokinf ceases* Raise the temperature 
to not over 5!K)°G* and ash for one hour* Remove the saa^ les from the 
f«rnaGe» cool and saoisten with 1 ^  evaporate to dryness and return 
them to the muffle and ash for an additional 2 hours at about 550®C. 
After artasoval fro» the muffle the ash is extracted with 10 ml* of 
1 § HNG^  and is allowed to stand for a period of not less toan 1 hour* 
Transfer the solution to a 100 ml. volumetric flask, mix well, allow the 
undissolved ash to settle before removing allciuots for analysis* 
the colorimetric determination of phosphorus was made according to 
a modification of the molybdivanadophosphoric acid procedure of Kitson 
and Mellon (;^ ). Ihe Modification mainly consists of the pre-aixing of 
reagents* A WOg-wolybdate-vanadate solution is prepared in the follow­
ing way* Dissolve IfS g* of amffioniw® raolybdate in 1 liter of water* 
Dissolve &*0& 9* of amoniiw metavanadate in less than 1 liter of boiling 
water, cool, dilute to 1 liter, add the amonium molybdate solution and 
dilute to 18 liters and asix well* 
Transfer a S lal* aliquot of plant ash solution into a test tube, add 
25 ml* of the HNO^ -roolybdate-vanadate solution and shake* Allow the 
raixture of solutions to stand for at least one-half hour* Deterair® the 
transfflittaney of the solution using an Evelyn photoelectric colorimeter 
with a 420 asilliffiicron filter* 
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Many of th® analyses fox p©rcentage of phosphorus in the plant 
material were run by teehnicians employed by the agronomy department 
u$in9 the procedure described abow* 
The soil samples were analyzed by the Iowa State College Soil 
Testiiif iaboxttory#^  Available phosphorus was determined using the 
Bray and IKurts {B) «»eak acid extractant which consists of 0*03 NNH/ 
in 0»02S> II MCI, purser reference in litis thesis to soil test phosphorus 
will infer that this extractant was used* 
Statistical analysis 
Methods employed in the statistical analysis of data acquired 
during the course of this study are described by Cochran and Cox (12), 
Snedecor (61) and others (11, 22)# A part of l^ e routine computations 
was done by Wie Iowa State Colle^  Statistical Laboratory. 
Summary tables of the data acc^ i^red during the course of this 
investigation appear in th® p^endix, i^ alysis of variance infoiaation 
is also included* 
Hanwayt J* and ileldel« H* Soil analysis methods as used in the 
Iowa State College Soil testing Laboratory* Iowa Agr. Ext. Ser. CMimeo.j 
circ. Agron. 57 (Hev.). 1962. 
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lESyLTS AM3 DISCUSSION 
It*® 3result« ofetalned In this stwdiy are presented In two part8» The 
flrit is a C0nsld«ratioii of the evaluation of different methods for 
Bseaswrinf phosphortis availability# The second part concexns an 
evalwatlon of the o^ erved responses to residual phosphorus. 
JBeasereroent of Retidwal Phosphorus Availability 
Yield response and eoffipesition of crops have been -^ e accepted 
standards for assessinf the availability of nutrients in the soil. 
Ihese methods ©re not entirely satisfactory in practice because of the 
impracticability of sufficient n»bers of experiments to cover the rangps 
of variable effects produced by different soli and climatic factors. 
It Is also recognized that under raany comiltlons the true residual 
value of a rMitrient may be widerestlmated by yields. This Is particularly 
true with high rates of fertilization, on soils of hlg^  fertility and 
with unfavorable frowlng conditions* Without the possibility of un­
limited capital and tine the researcheri In practice* must resort to more 
rapid and eeonwlcal sdLl test methods for his laeasure^ ents and to be 
useful these tests must be correlated with plant responses. 
The Method of Fried and l>esn (21) for determining plant available 
phosphorus, C<ii®cwssed on page 11) over©<»es some of the llBitations of 
the more generally used standards and permits a biological measurement 
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of phosphorus availability on soils that do not exhibit yield response 
m well as on those that do. "ntereforet h^e relationship between the 
soil test and j values can be established over a wide range of soils 
and for different levels of {^ osphate fertility# Goroparisons of these 
relationships can be ®ade satisfactorily if the ^  values are dete^ nnined 
under controlled and «or® or less identical conditions in the greenhouse* 
Hie J value is employed in this phase of the study as a means of 
estimating the accuracy of the soil test evaluation of aresidual phosphorus. 
Therefor®, its relationship t^ ith yield measurements will be considered on 
tte l^ loyd, £dine and Ida experiments for 19&5 measurements* 
Fotentially» yields of grain, total dry matter and total phosphorus 
could be used as criteria for csffliparisons with £ values* Of the three, 
# 
howewr, a significant response to levels of {^ osphorus applied was 
Indicated only for yield of phosi^ o^rus on each of the experinents* 
{The yield of phosphorus is the product ©f dry-watter-yield x PJK in the 
dry matter*) 
Since -Whe wajor Interest here is to evaluate measureRients of 
residual phosphoirus, only those treateents with one»year old, two-year 
old or on® plus two-year old residual phosphorus will be considered-
treatments 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 14, l&, 16 and 17 as shown in Table 2* 
The relationships between yield of phosphorus and field detensirwd 
values are sh®wn in Figure I. The points represent treatment means of 
# 
Unless otherwise stated the terms significant and highly significant 
will indicate significance at the and 1% probability levels, 
respectively* 
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Figure 1. Relationship of field detezmined A values and yield of phosphorus as affected 
by different levels of residual phosphorus on Edina, Floyd and Ida soils* 
n 
®W3P six repli«atioii« in th® Floyd and Edina experlsients and five in ths 
Ida# The respective correlation coefficients* (r)» 0»879f 0,928 and 
ere highly sifnificaat. Ih® propensity of the points to form a 
strai^ t line is an indication that the field value will predict the 
yield ®f phospherusf and vice versa, with a reasonable degree of accuracy* 
<|iiestion arises as to "fee relatitwishlp between ^  value measure-^  
raents In field and in the greenhouse# If it can be shown that green­
house roeasureisents can tccurately predict field ^  values for a given set 
©f condltionSf then greater confidence would result In comparisons of 
greenhouse J values affiong widely varying soil types. 
Sa«e preliffilnary tests were made In 1953 to determine the effect of 
different saropliaf dates in the field on the relationship betwteen green-
32 house and field Masurenents* S^ ples for P assay were taken when the 
plants were from 5 to 8 inehes in height and again at the hard dough 
stage of grain, significant correlation coefficients were obtained 
for the last date but not for the first* It was concluded that the 
later date was more satisfactory and subsec^ ent field experiments were 
«a»pled accordingly. 
Ihe s^ latlofishlp between greenhouse and field J value raeasur^ nents 
• 
"Oiese values are calculated frcw treateent means and are emitted 
fro® the figure because any correlation coefficients appearing on subse* 
quent flares are based im per plot data* therefore, soaoe caution should 
be used to avoid false ©cmfldence in the absolute magnitude of these 
values* Ccisparisons between J values and yield of phosphorus based on 
per plot data could, in this case, result in biased conclusions about -tiie 
relationship, for tti© c^ wpajrlsons ©f the respective neasur^ ents were not 
made on the same plots in ell cases* A slnilar situation exists for all 
coB^ arisons between field yield awasuren^ nts and radioactive, greenhouse 
or soil test neasurestents In 19&&i. 
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f o x  each of th® Floyd, idlna and Ida «)qperliaents is given in Fifux-e 2« 
Mthoufh av©*a^  val««# are plotted for clarity, the hi^ ly significant 
correlation coefficient® were calculated ©ft th© basis of individual 
2 2 
©bservations. Since r is th® fraction of ly (»%m of squares of 
deviatiofii f x m  the »@ar») associated with the correlated changes in Y 
(freenhc«ise J values) and X (field £ values), to BOSS of Zy^  is 
attributable to linear regression. A siiraaarlzation is given in the 
analysis ©f variance in Table 3. 
Table 3« i^ alysis of variance of the regression of greenhouse J 
values ©n field j values for the Flo^ ,^ Edina and Ida 
eji^ eriffients* 
Source of 
variation 
Plovd. ¥'27m 
df as df ns df IDS 
Regression l 258700»» 1 5522M** 1 640676** 
Dev# fr« reg. 70 1536 70 2133 58 2776 
0ev« fr@^  eaean 71 5158 71 9881 59 13588 
Mthough the level of available phosphorus was low in the subsoil of 
the three soils, dilution of the phosphorus absorbed frasi the residual 
phosf^ orus zone at a result of differential root extension into deeper 
horizons coupled with cliroatle factors affecting growth could have 
affected the linearity of the correlated changes of the two oseasuresaents 
on any one soil as well as the relationships among the three soils# 
However, It has been shown that ^  values 0»ea$ured In the field are 
significantly correlated with yield of phosphorus and that greenhouse 
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Figure 2. Relationships between greenhouse A values and field A values as affected by 
levels of residual phosphorus in the Floyd» Edina and Ida experiments. 
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Value m®a®ar««nt« prediet field j values despite these effects. 
Avail aisle phosphorus was detexmined on sulN-sanples of the soil 
samples collected for use in the fxeenhouse study using the Bray weak 
acid ejctractantf described previously* and shall be designated as soil 
test phosphorus# Ihe relationship between soil test P and greenhouse 
Jl values for each of three soils is shown in Figure 3* The regression 
lines for the acid (pH 5«4) Floyd and Edina soils are parallel and nearly 
superimposed and are distinctly different from the regression line for 
the calcareous Ida soil (pH 8«0)« Since the points represent measure-
«nt8 of residual o^sphorus fro® one-year old, two-year old and one 
plus two-year old applications* the opportunity exists for testing the 
accuracy of the soil test under these conditions* 
: 
If the Individual regression lines for the three "times of appli­
cation* (not showffi in Figure 3) are proved parallel and of -the same 
elevation, one regression line can be drawn to represent the entire 
# 
range* i^ esults of l^ e analyses of covarianoe for the two acid soils 
are shown in Table 4» Wmegenous variance will be assumed* The 
degrees of freedom and sun of s<|uares of deviations from regression 
for the three Himes* are pooled ^ msulting in the "within 
tiroes* i»»an stpare in line I of the table. The sun of squares and 
products of tiie thiee "tia»s** are pooled to form a "coiMson" regression 
line resulting in the degrees of freedom and le^ an squares of line 3* 
The difference between line 1 and line 3 is a measure of the difference 
The procedure for testing the regression lines is that given by 
Snedecor (61# pp* 3f5»3f8)* 
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la@tweftn the two reftession eoefficients and is tasted by the •*within* 
mean scpiare* This difference it not signifieantj therefoi^ e, the 
»efi«ssion lines for the three Hiffies** of application are parallel. 
At least the differences mm not great enowg^  to be detected by the 
sampling* 
Table 4» Analysis of covariance of the lirwar regressions of soil test 
P OR greenhouse ^  values for three times of applicaticm of 
l^ osphorus fertilizer on Floyd and Edina soils. 
, 
Source of variation df ns df SBS 
1. iPooled, within tiaaes 66 2.81 66 2.60 
2# Reg. eoef. (difference) 2 5.20 2 0.40 
3* Cmoion reg* 68 2.88 68 2.54 
4. Adj. neans 2 2.86 2 3.34 
To test the assw^ tion that the lines have the same elevation, the 
difference is taken between the2;<i *• for the total sample and common y» * 
regressions resulting in the mean square for adjusted meansf line 4« 
This difference corresponds to the "sasuple difference in elevation" and 
was tested for significance by the aiean square for line 3* 
The lack of significance aeans that within limits of the sampling, 
differences aasong tlw three lines were not detected and they can be 
represented by a single regression line. This is convincing evidence 
that the chemical soil test aeasured equally well the availability of 
m 
residual phosphorus r«suXtln9 from different years of application of 
phosphorus fertiliasersy as indicated by the 9reenhou8e ^  values on each 
of the Floyd and Idina soll«» 
An inspection of the regression lines and their ecjuations shown in 
Figure $ indicates that probaMy one regression line represents both 
acid 3oils« this feature will be tested at another time when these lines 
will be collared with slallar ones obtained fr^  measurements of other 
acid soils# 
Itie regression of soil test values on greenhouse ^  values* for the 
calcareous Ida soil* indicates that the majority of the points may be 
represented by a single line (Figure 3)» Since potentially three line 
segpents are represented by these points* due to the different times of 
appllcatiori of the phosphorus on the field plots* a test was made to 
deter«ine their relationsriiip. By inspection It appears that one point 
(16»5» 450) Is 1A® one farthest fr<» linearity. Therefore the two 
lines (not pictured) for the separate 1953 and 1954 a^ lications were 
c<»pared. Then a total regresslcfi was calculated for these two lines 
and that, in turn, ctMpared with the line representing the 1953 plus 
195»4 points (the latter line Includes the point 15.5, 450)» The 
results of tl^ iese comparisons are given In Table 5* 
Comparing the 1953 and 1964 regression lines. It can be concluded 
that the llnss are parallel and have the saroe elevation, that is, non-
signifieance of the mean squares for lines 2 and 4, respectively. At 
least, the differences were not detected by the sampling. The test for 
ccM®parlng the total regression line for the 1953 and 1954 applications 
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arwi that fox the 1953 plws 1954 appllcatlonst however, indicates that 
the refression lines are not parallel. Further inspeetion of -tite 
eempwtations reveals evidence ©f heterogenous vaxianee. That ls» the 
2 
»ean scares for the two "y ^ represented by the pooled deviations 
(line 1) are quite different* being for "total** and 1.95 for 1953 
plus 1954»«»p@s$ibiy fcieing caused by the uppeiasost point. 
fable 5« a^lysis of eovarianoe of the linear regressions of soil 
test P on gmenhouse ^  values in 19^ 5 for 1953 and 1954 
applications of phosf^ orus and for their total regression 
and that for 1953 • 1954 applications on Ida silt loa»* 
Ejsperiffient F-2TO0* 
Mm. gefygf or> 
1953 and 1954 total reg. 
1953 and 1954 and 1953 • 1954 
Source of variation df ms df ms 
I. Pooled, within times 36 0,50 56 0.93 
2* log. coef. (difference) I 0.10 1 
*• 
29.13 
3* Ccmon reg* 37 0.49 57 1.45 
4m laeans I 0.26 mum 
As a result of these tests and inspection ©f the points in Figure 3» 
one line was calculated to represent all the points for t^ e Ida soil 
except the one resulting from the largest application of phosphorust 
•480 pounds PgOg per acre. 
i^ itional evtdenee that the relationship between soil test 
phosphorus and greenhouse J values Is different for calcareous soils 
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was obtained frcwt tests jmn X954. In sampling f&xmex fertilizer 
experiraents on faarener-coeperator fields there were fiw calcareous 
locations obtained! on Ids silt lomtt pH 8»3f two on iAarcus silty 
clay 1©», pM 7.3 and one on *®b#ter silty clay loa®, pH 7.8. Soil test 
phosphorus was plotted afainst gireenhowse J values and the relationships 
obtained are shown in Figure 4. 
Iti® points seesi to he represented roost satisfactorily by two 
regression linesi one for the calcareous Marcus and Ida soils developed 
on loess and the other for the calcareous Mebster* developed on glacial 
till. This divisijMi is purely ar&itrary and may have no sound basisf 
although, there appears to be a real difference in the correlated 
change* betv^ een soil test P and values for the two tiqpes of soils. 
this suggests a need for ©ore correlation studies particularly on the 
calcareous Siebster soil. It should be noted that the slope of the 
lower line, b =® 0.041, falls inteiraediate between the slopes given 
y* It 
in Figure 3 for the calcareous, b « 0.026, and acid, b » 0.062» 
y* * y* X 
soils* Also the slope of the line for the calcareous Vsebster Is con­
siderably steeper than for the acid soils. 
fxm the regression lines obtained in Figure 3 when soil test P was 
plotted against greenhouse values it can be Inferred that -Uie soil 
test responds to different levels of residual phosphorus availability 
in a similar way as greenhouse j values on two acid soils. A satisfactory 
soil test should correlate to a hi#) degree vvith biological measurements 
over a wide range of soil types and residual phosphorus fertility levels. 
In 1953 and 1954, several experiments containing different levels 
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Figure 4. Relationships between chemical soil test phosphorus and 
greer^ ouse £ values as affected by levels of residual 
phosphorus on three calcareous soils, liebster, pH 7.8; 
Marcu6» pH 7*3; Ida* pH 8*3* 
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«f 3F«sid««l ftrtilizer phosphorus wer® sanpl«di and gr«enhousd ^  value 
and soil test saeasureaents mx@ ttade. The results were plotted In the 
sane way as in Figure 3 and th# resulting regression lines and associated 
correlation eoeffieients ar® shmm in Figures 5 and 6t respectively. 
Individual observations were plotted because of different numbers of 
replications in the various experii^ nts* Itie no-phosphorut cheek plots 
are included in these graphs* 
Ihe 1993 greenhouse experiment was oonposed mainly of samples frcn 
the rock phosphate-superphosphate experiffients on Carrington^  Qrundy and 
idifia soils* Ihe plots sanpled had revived rock phosphate and super­
phosphate treatsients in one of the three preceding years and were at 
o^ levels of Itm cheek plotSt at both pH levels* were also 
sssBpled. Two e»|3eris»nt8 on fa»ers* fields that were sarapled were on 
Floyd and Clarion soils* Soil test phosphorus was plotted against 
greenhouse J values as is shovm in Figure & and a highly significant 
correlation coefficient* 0«7939 was obtained* This is an indication 
2 
that 6^  of Zy i«! attributable to regression wdiich is not as high as 
was observed in the 1955 greenhouse ejqperinent* 
The 1954 greenhouse experiment was cosiposed predominantly of 
samples collected frm experiments that had been established m fanoers* 
fields in 1951, 1952 or 1953 and scroe additional samples frcan the 240 
pound rock {^ o^sphate and superphosi^ ate plots of the three rock 
phosphate-superf^ osphate experiments mentioned above* The fourteen 
neutral and acid soils sampled represented eigtit of the soil association 
areas #f Iowa* Itie relationship between soil test phosphorus and green-
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hawse j values is shown in Fifur® Th« highly significant correlation 
coefficient* 0»®52» Indicates that ai^ out 735K of 2y^  is due to the 
regpre«®ion» Further evidence of linearity of the correlations obtained 
for the 1953 and 1954 experiments is given in Table 6. Ihe aean squares 
for deviations frcmi regression are saall relative to those due to 
regress!©«• 
fable 6. #)8lysis of variance of the regression of soil test P on 
greenhouse j values for add soils saaipled in 1953 and 1954» 
Source of 1953 s aiB&les amoles 
variation df m df ros 
Regression I 2025.9 1 1749.2 
Dev. from reg. 192 6.2 118 5.6 
Dev. froro mean 193 16.7 119 20.2 
the cjuestion arises as to whether^ e relationship between soil 
test i^ osphorus and ^  value ffieasureBientt is the siffiie for the different 
soils and years of deteiminations# The two acid soils# Floyd and Edina, 
can be represented by a single regression lim which* in turn* was 
caropared with the regression lines representing the 1953 and 1954 
samples* The resulting analyses of covarlance are shown in Table 7, 
The difference between th© regression coefficients for the Floyd plus 
Edina soils, = 0.062* and the 1953 greenhouse experiment* b^ ^^  « 
0«067* is not significant* However* the difference between their 
respective elevations is highly significant as indicated by the nean 
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s^ qwar® in line 4« 
|h« ^ iiievenm betw««n the regression coefficients for the Floyd 
plMs idina soils and the 1954 greenhouse experifflentt » 0.077, is 
hi#)ly significanti therefore, a test for elevation has little value* 
A ©<»parl»0n of the refi^ ssion coefficients for the 1953 and 1954 
greenhouse experiments reveals that their slopes are not different at 
the 0»05 probability leveli however, the difference between the line 
elevations is sifnificant. 
Table 7# Jmalysis of covariance of the linear regressions of soil 
test P ©n greenhouse J values for the Floyd plus Edina total 
regression and 1963 and 1954 regressions. 
Floydfldina Floyd+Edina 
and 1953 and 1954 1953 and 1954 
Source of variation df las df ms df ras 
I. Pooled, within reg* 334 4.73 260 4,00 310 5.35 
2. teg. coef. (difference) 1 7.46 I 52.03 1 18.34® 
3. CoBwon ref» 335 4.74 311 6.04 
4» HdJ. means 1 526.78"^  mm 1 
«* 
318.09 
®For sifnificance at 0.05 probability approximately 20.70 is 
needed# 
Siwaarizin® the results shown in Table 7, it appears that within 
the limits of sampling the Floyd plus Idina regression line (Figure 3) 
is parallel with the 1953 regression line (Figure 5), which, in turn is 
parallel wildh the 1954 line (Figure 6). However, the first is not 
parallel with the last. Another striking feature is the difference in 
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the elevation of three lines* Explanations of these differences would 
be mainly speculation. Plfferences in the elevation of the regression 
lines could result if the calibration curves for the soil test were 
different in the respective years. Also, an error in the detextaination 
of ^  values resulting froro an incorrect constant, such as a briquet 
factor, could be another explanation for different elevations. 
Many comparisons of interest are possible among the various measure-
meats of residual phosphorus availabilityi only a few were considered In 
this section. A swrnarization of the correlation coefficients utilized 
in the discussion plus some others is provided for the reader's con­
venience In Table 8. 
Ihe correlation coefficients for the greer^ ouse ^  values and green­
house yield of phosphorus are about 0.900 (^ hich is an indication that 
their respective changes are highly correlated. As a result, yield of 
phosphorus should be a useful standard in congelation studies, and 
despite the application of a uniform rate of 80 pounds ^ 2*^ 5 
to the soils for use as a radioactive standard, a significant response 
was indicated by the yield of phosphorus. A comparison of the corre­
lation coefficients relating soil test phosphorus and these measurements 
reveals, however, tihat lower r values resulted than with soil test-
gxeenhouse j value coraparisons# This is an indication that there were 
adverse factors affecting the total absorption of phosphorus which did 
not appreciably affect the percentage of phosphorus In the plant 
derived fxm the radioactive standard. 
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fable 8* Swawaty table of eerrelation coefficients for different 
Bietfeods of aeaswrii^  residual phosphorus in 1955 on the 
Floyd, Edina and Ida experinents* 
Cojapafison*^  Floyd Edina Ida 
ig if 
and yield ©f 
and soil test P 
and yield of 
and soil test P 
Soil test P and yield of 
Soil test P and yield of 
 ^and yield of 
J J and grain yleld*^  
0.840 0.887 0.894 
0,899 0*911 0,906 
0.936 0.968 0.926® 
0.?74 0.891 0.764 
0.772 0.946 0.761 
0.878 0.907 0.748 
0.690 0.942 0.866 
0.879 0.93 0.939 
0.692 0.782 0.851 
®All correlation coefficients are significant at 0.01 probability 
level. 
K 
Hg a freenhowte ^  value, « field ^  value, = yield of P in 
gretnhows®, P| = yield of jp in field. 
®All observations are included {the highest PgO. rate was omitted 
from the r valwe in Fifwre 3). 
d Conflations of field non*radioactive measurements and greenhouse 
or chemical measurements calculated from trealanent oieans* 
ivai«atioft of iesponse to Residual Phosphorus 
the three field experisaents initiated in 1953 on Floyd, Edina and 
Ida soils provided the wajor source of infonaation concerning the 
effects of time, rate and frequency of application of phosphorus 
fertiliger on the availability of residual phosphorus. A large part of 
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the data farore these thife« @xp«rl»tiits Is consldewd according to 
respective locations and# aecordinfly» the roek phosf^ attt-superphosphate 
and fairoer-CGepfrator experiments# 
It should b@ pointed out that rates of phosphorus additions were 
effiployed in these experiments to provide a wide rang^  ©f residual 
phosphorus fertility lewis at the tisne ef final analysis of the co®-
pleted schedule of treattuents* A wide ran|^  was necessary to insure 
a complete coverage of levels encountered in practice and to have well 
defined response curves# It was not expected that grain yields# for 
exai^ ple# wtuld reflect differences in residual ^ osphorus resulting 
froro the two hi^ est rates of addition. Other criteria are available 
for use under such conditions# An attempt to measure the decline in 
availability of residual phosphorus with time was one of the prieae 
wotives for the use of this type of an experiment. Measurements of 
response to current year's phosphorus applications# therefore, will be 
effiphasized for individual soils only when caparisons with residual 
phosphorus are possible. 
The plans of the Fl#yd# Edina and Ida experiments provided for 
plots to receive rates of phosphorus fertilizer in individual years and 
various cc^ binations of yeers (refer to Table 2# p* 18)• M a result, 
three series ef the four rates of were applied in 1953 at each 
location, ftleasurefflents of grain yield# total dry matter# percentage 
{^ osphorus in the plant naterial and yield of phosphorus were saade. 
Significant aresponses to phosphorus were obtained for the different 
criteria at all locatimis# wi^  ffiaxinun grain yield increases of 13# 4 
m 
uni 23 I»u@h6lft isei' acx-e ©n th@ Edina and Ida experiments* 
respectively. Ihe three plots-treated-allke for each rate of phosphorus 
III ea«h replication provide a true estisaate of the error variance that 
is ass^ md in ordinary analysis ©f variance to be estimated by the treat-
ssent by replication interaction. M is imiicated in Table 9, particularly 
Table 9» Analyses of variance for 1953 field data for oats on the 
Floyd, Edina and Ida ej^ erinents.^  
Oats 
yield 
bii*/A. lbs./A« 
ter 
% P 
Yield 
of P 
Ibs./A. 
Source^  ISean sauares 
Flovd Experiment* S.2778 
Treatwent 
T X 8 
T/1 
4 
20 
48 
282*36 
23.15^  
20.39® 
943626 
81893^  
67232® 
.007439 
.000100 
.000109 
15.5019** 
0.4338 
0.3494® 
Sdiaa Ejtoeriaient. F-2779 
Treataent 
T X E 
T/a 
4 
20 
m 
6*51 
16.49 
Ida.iJ 
281680 
43729 
62468 
oBeriment. F-2780 
JMJjM 
•001540 
.000130. 
.000111® 
11,7100** 
0.3812. 
0,5316° 
Treatment 
T * a 
T/a 
4 
16 
40 
14.30 
13.41 
 ^ 1431354** 
58567 
40721 
•« 
.000204 
.000130 
.000144 
6.3333 
0.1503 
0.1339 
'^ CcsBplete data are given in i^ pendix Tables 20, 26 and 31. 
T^ = treatment, R « replicate. 
®|gis®iii9 values, three less degrees of freedoa. 
'hissing values, two less degrees of freedom. 
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in the W1&y4 »md Ida eKperiffientSt the two estimates of error on the 
averaft are about e^ al with »o»t of the criteria used# 
Experimeflt on Flovd atlt loam 
In 1954 it W3S possible to eoeapare resp^ e^s to f:^ osphoru8 applied 
previotjs y®«r as corapared with the current year's applications* 
Ih© resMlts for oats fraia and total phos^ orws yields are given in 
Table 10* An inspeotion of tiie analysis of variance reveals that a 
Table 10* Yields of oats and total P in 1954 for different years of 
phosphorus applications in "ttie field* Flo^  Ixperiraent r-2778. 
Year P aoplfied 
Field treatEfient 1953 1954 *53»»54 1953 _ 19S4 '5^  ^
lbs* P«0«/a* Oats yield, tHi./A* P yield, Ib8»/A« 
0 42*6 mm mm 5*55 mm mm 
30 46*1 49. i mm 6*71 7*15 
60 52*4 59*0 54*5 S.3S 9*21 8.38 
120 54*4 59*1 57*2 9*33 9.77 9*92 
2^  5i.d 60*2 58*0 10*90 11*18 10.92 
480 •mm mm 54*9 m^ 12*46 
mss& M m m 
Ireatment 12 227*74 
# 
34,0059** 
Rates, single 3 425*89* 51*7758** 
1953 1954 1 
 ^ *« 
274*18 3*9867* 
1®S4 2S. 1953#1954 1 1*49 1*7703 
Treat* x rep* 60 24.70 0.7837® 
Tre«t#/r@p* 4S 27.19 1*3225® 
%is8inf value, one less degree of freedom* 
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siftiifieant mtpmm to phosphowis treatments was obtained when 
considerli^  each criterion* likewise, a significant response was 
©btalnei for rates of applied phospiiortts. 
A sifnifieant response to rates of phosphorus is necessary before 
meaningful cofsparisons can bt fliade eil^ er between years of single appli-
eations or between e«i«ivalent rates of single and double applications* 
A cmparisoB of phosphops applied in 1953 with 1954 ineludiing all rates 
indicates sifnificantly greater responses from the current application 
for both frain yield and total phosphorus yield. Although 1954 appli­
cations of j^r 120 and 240 pounds per acre resulted in higher 
yields than iJ^ e s«^ e afflounts as split applications, the differences were 
not great enough to be considered inore than the result of sampling error. 
A larger difference ©ccwrred at the 60 pound rate than between 1954 
single applications at hl#«r levels. Although this interaction was 
significant for grain yield» it was not for yield of phosphorus# The 
59 bushel yield appears to be hig^  in conparison with observed yields 
for equivalent rates from the other times of application* 
11)# data resulting fxm the yields observed in 1955 are piresented 
in Table 11* The arran^ i^Btnt of treataents provides possible conparisons 
among comparable rates for three different years* single versus double 
and split applications for "Whe first and last two years* Ihe highly 
significant trea'tawnt effects are ccNRgposed of a definite response to 
rates of i^ osphorus application* For most rates the 1955 yields were 
higher those resulting from the previous years* applications. The 
resultinf mean squares were significanti however, the differences 
between the first two years were not* 
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Tabi® 11* ii©asw3rea«nt» of phosj^ orns availability by yields of oat« 
frain and total phosphorus in 19^ » Floyd Experiment F-2778. 
Field P treat, 
lb8» /A» 1953 
Year F applied in field 
19S4 1955 1953 1954 1955 
0 58.1 
— 
5.58 mm 
—• 
30 64,4 66.2 64.7 6.80 7.07 6.87 
60 65.7 72.1 71.0 7.36 7.91 7.84 
120 69.0 66.6 76.4 8.28 8.03 9.00 
240 74.5 77.2 82.3 9.30 9.80 11.33 
:5*L!S5 
60 
120 
240 
480 
63# 2 
65,2 
65.6 
76.7 
61.7 
68.7 
76.4 
75*8 
7.26 
8.08 
8.49 
10.51 
6,76 
8.22 
9.88 
11.09 
Analysia ef variance 
,SiSI£S^  iC Oa^ s yield 
«« 
IreatBBent 24 286.55 19.5978 
Rates* sln9le 3 514.20** 34.2©90** 
yearsf single 2 163.27® 4.2775* 
1954 1 52.08 0.8775 
1955 vg. O'ttter® 1 274.45* 7.6775* 
•54 .xt. *53+«54 1 
MHM, m #1' 
473.06 3.6227® 
•55 •64**5S I 525.17** 10.9451** 
•53**54j^ . •54**55 1 104.43 1.9280 
* 
Tj^ at* X rep. 120 55.84 1.1450® 
®Slfnlfle8ne# at 0.10 prebability level. 
Missinf value#, two lees decrees of freedom. 
M 
th« 195S yields «>l»taine4 fiem 1954 single applications were con-
sistently higher thm frm #<|«al amounts split between 1953 and 1954. 
this <jiifferen«« was significant althou# similar trends for the same 
treatments in 1954 seasuresients CTable 10) were not. An explanation 
for differences betifi«en these treatments is not obvious in that the 
yfegsus 1954 eoj®parls©n was not signifieant in 1955# The greater 
effect of th# phosphorus applied in 1955 was also reflected in signifi­
cantly higher yields as e«»par©d with the 1954-1955 split applications# 
Its effe«t» however, was not sufficient to cause a very prcMFJOunced 
difference fe«t*«@n the 1953 plus 1954 and 1954 plus 1955 applications* 
Further evidence of differences in the availability of residual 
phosphorusf or the leek ©f the», was ©btaireid in 1955. Eadioactive 
neasuiments were made on ihm treatments that had received phosi^ orus 
fertilizer in previous years# J values were obtaii^ d both in the field 
and in the greenhmise. Soil test phosphorus and the yield of P for the 
greenhouse experiment are also considered* the data resulting from 
i^ese aeasurements are given in Table la. 
Fro® a consideration of the data for the different criteria and 
their associated naean scares one concludes that a significant rate 
response was measured which is in agrewent with field yield measure-
Bients* In i»ost instances the ttends aisong tines comparisons indicated 
by these data are similar to those obtained by yields. Also, inter­
actions with rate of application were not significant. The greenhouse 
j| values indicate a sipiificantly greater response fro® the 1954 single 
applications than fr<M the 1953-1954 split* This is in agreement with 
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tafoi# 12. Iiea#«r«»tipits @f jresldwal phosphonis availability in 19S5 
wsiaf |[»«nh©«s@ ^  valms (j„) and yield of P, soil test 
P and field ^  valw@$ (j|). Floyd E5qp«ri«ient F-271^ . 
Field P twat, 
lbs* 1953 1954 •53»*64 
Year P apoligd in field 
1953 1954 *53+*54 
'lbs. j||"»*l b« .  ^
0 93 <1 m 111 mm 
30 121 105 mm 176 112 
60 128 127 111 196 157 141 
120 159 165 144 234 172 183 
240 225 223 226 253 248 255 
4@0 347 mm mm 348 
t#st*-lb8* P/A. P yield—m< l./»Ot 
0 2.8 mm «»al» 19.98 nmwm 
30 3.5 2*7 •mum 22.31 21.11 mm 
60 3.5 3.9 3.3 23.10 22.62 21.47 
120 6.5 6.7 6.5 26.84 22.40 25.76 
240 11.9 11.2 10.7 30.24 31.22 31.30 
480 
— 
18.4 mmm 33.15 
in saiiare# 
Source ii 
•is. 
Soil te«t P yield 
TreatfEi®nt 
lat«s, singl® 
1954 
•S4;Srg. •53+*54 
Im&trn. X ar®p« 
12 
3 
1 
1 
60 
67177 
§445i* 
26 
3744* 
930 
§1154 
4mi^  
4S®42 
5 
2709 
## 
141.01 
177.44* 
0«63 
0*56 
2,04 
270.4417 
399.3296 
1.9780 
5.7913 
7.6832 
.*# 
fl@ld yield measui^ wents foar 1955| howev®*, it is n®t easy to explain 
for there is little evidence in the 1955 data, in either Table 11 or 
Table 12, to Indicate that the 1953 application was less effective than 
the 1954, 
One inconsistency does appear in that the field ^  values. Table 12, 
for the 1953 treatments are higher than those for 1954» A speculative 
explanation of a diffearent answer for field and freer^ ouse j values 
could be a placement variable in the field resultinf from a possibility 
of deeper plowln^ i in the sprln§i of 1954 than in 1955# Khe deeper 1953 
applied phosphorus would be recovered by the soil sampling tube for 
greenhouse and soil test ffleasurements, but if limited roolsture were a 
factor, it could have an advantage In the field measurements. However, 
if this explanation were completely valid, one would expect differences 
to be evident also In field yield estimates. 
In way of stMaary, there Is no consistent significant difference 
between years of application as i«fards the availability of residual 
phosphorus. Hoiinever, yield measureaents In 1954 and 1955 Indicated 
significantly larger Increases f*<a» current applications than from the 
residual fro® previous years. An estimate of the relative effectiveness 
of residual phosphorus to current applications can be obtained fro® the 
Increase In greenhouse ^  values over the check if the assmptlons are 
fflade that the contribution of the native soil phosphorus to the total 
phosi^ oru# absorbed by the plant Is constant regardless of the level 
of residual fertilizer phosphorus, and that phosphorus applied at the 
tl»e of measurement would be 100^  effective* In the greenhouse, 
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unifQtm ffiixiiif of ttise soil and radioactlv® standard Is assured and the 
root system Is confined to the zone being n^ asured. 
Mth the exception of the lowest rste# essentielly a straight line 
response was obtained for J values with increasing rates of application, 
A straiffet line was assimed and the average relative effectiveness of 
residual phosphorus to current applications was on the order of 55 to 
57 percent for the 1953 and 1954 applications. 
Exptriment, on .Edina,. silt..loam 
The yields of oats grain and total phosphorus obtained in 1954 are 
given in Table 13* Although a significant grain yield response to 
phosphorus was obtalned» there was sufficient variability that the over­
all treatment effect was net significant# lith no rate response of 
sufficient magnitude there is little need to consider possibilities of 
other differences in irain yield. Howewr, the rate response as 
measured by yield of phosphorus was significant. Further exaroination of 
the data reveals that at roost levels of phosphorus -Ute yield of P was 
greater for the 1954 than the 1953 or 1953 plus 1954 applications. 
Ilie results of 1955 yield measiareroents are given in Table 14. 
CiWRparisons among years of phosphorus applications will be made using 
yield of phosphorus data due to a lack of response in grain yield. 
(Oats yields in 1955 were very hi^  ^on most of the soils in the general 
area of this experiffient# Sigpifleant responses to phosphorus fertili-
?®tion were not generally observed.) 
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labl# 13, Yields of aats and total P in 1954 for different years of 
phosphorus applications in the field. Edina Experiment 
F-2779. 
Year P applied 
Field treatisent 1953 1954 «53»'54 1953 1954 *53»«54 
lfes» P^Ojh* Oats yield, bii,/A. P yield, Ibs./A. 
•• I .Ill- * r- I I —I r: 
6 60.4 —* 7.98 «*«• 
30 64.3 67# 4 •• S.68 9.92 
m 69.9 69# 5 69# 4 9,25 10#88 10.06 
120 74.2 72.4 68.9 12.62 12.39 11.14 
24© 69# I 73.0 69# 1 11.47 13.46 12.66 
480 71#2 14# 75 
SPWIP® il ii ii 
IreatBsent 12 132.88 40.6989*' 
iiates, single 3 118.20 46.4808*" 
1953 Vi* 1954 1 21.4? 21.4215* 
1954 j|,. 1953+1954 I 106.34 16.4164* 
Treat# x rep# 60 74.00 3.7294® 
Qieeks/rep# 6 72.31 0.8834 
Treat./rep. 48 75.37 4.6700® 
%is«lBS value, one less degree of freedom# 
The responses in yield ©f phosphortjs t© rates and years of appli* 
cation were highly significant# the major differences a«i<mg years exist 
as a result of the 1955 applications* Slfnlfieantly greater yield 
responses were otetained than «ftten equivalent amounts were applied as 
single applications in 1953 or 1954, or as one-half each year# 
d^itional evidence of the effectiveness of residual fertiliaser 
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Tabl® I4m S»easuar®8»nts of phosphorus availability by yields of oats 
grain and total phosphorus in 1955« Edina Experiment F-2779. 
Field P treat. 
lbi» /A* 1963 19&4 
Year P aBPlled in field 
1955 1953 1954 1955 
Oat» yleld-«bii*/A» 
0 78.4 m»m mmmt 8.42 -- «»«» 
30 75.4 73.9 S5.9 9.07 9.57 10.61 
60 81.0 76.3 86.0 10.04 9.48 11.50 
l» 84.7 75.1 84.2 10.86 11.12 12.37 
240 78.8 S7.4 79. i 11.84 13.64 12.91 
60 7®. 6 85.6 9.41 10.47 
120 S6.6 @6.2 11.76 11.76 
2^  77.5 90.3 11.89 14.02 
4S0 98.2 89.0 14.56 14.75 
mrnlmU of variance 
¥»m 
mm. M. 
Treetiaent 24 20i#83 
Rates* single 3 134«62 
Years* single 2 —^  
1953 jrg.. 1954 1 
1954 1955 I 
*65 m* & *54 I 
•63+'54 •544.*55 1 — 
Treat, x rep. 12© 143.19 
'IHI 
22.3903 
32.4437*" 
12.0364** 
3.0:^ 0 
9.6390* 
«4 
21.0528 
8.5261® 
2.5802 
®Sifnifi©ant at 0.10 probability level. 
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phosphoarut frw different yeaxs' ®ppli«ation$ was obtained by the 
s^suxement of J, values in the field and gx^ eenhouse and by soil test. 
These data are presented in table 15* A consideration of the greenhouse 
J values and appropriate mean square© reveals a highly significant 
response to rates ©f phosphorus applications of 1953 and 1954, A 
siffiilar response to rates is also indicated for the other criteria of 
ffieasurement. 
The 1954 af:|}licati0ns resulted in consistently lars^ r greenhouse 
g values than equivalent levels added in 1953 or 1953-1954 split 
treatments. 'Rie mean squares indicate a significant effect at the 0.10 
parobability level| however, differences of siffiilar magnitude were not 
apparent in ei#i#r the field j values or greenhouse yield of phosphorus. 
Ihe soil test results indicate general agreement with the greenhouse ^  
values and the differences axe even raore pronounced. Another feature of 
the soil test data is evidenced by tests of the rate by time inter­
actions. Alth<»4gh not shovvn in the analysis of variance in table 15, 
the interactions of rates by 1953 jiff. 1954 and rates by 1954 1953 
plus 1954 apfdieations are significant at the 0.10 probability. How­
ever, the lack of agreement other criteria, as well as the 
probability level necessary for significance, indicates that statements 
concerning these effects shmild be made with caution. 
the possibility existed that different sources of residual 
phosphorus could cause a difference in the effectiveness of unit quantity 
of phosphoarais absorbed in pr«Haoting biological response. Black and 
Scott (5) have suggested that if ecpal yields of phosphorus are 
u 
Tabl® !&• of jreaidual phosphorus availability in 1956 
using 9r««nhou®e j valu«» (A ) and yield of P, soil t«8t 
P and field ^  values (jtj). ^  Edina Experiment F-'2779. 
field P treat. e^ax P applied in field 
lbs. 1953 1954 '53'»*S4 1953 1954 '53»*54 
0 94 «M» mm 103 «•«» — 
30 112 114 mm 104 101 mm 
60 138 141 138 126 132 122 
120 176 190 179 156 172 168 
2m 264 281 262 240 228 200 
480 •R«e 466 
—• -•  369 
Sell test— 'ibs» P/a. P yield—ffi<3./D0t 
0 2»i mm mm 20.32 
30 3.5 3.7 mm. 21.99 22.50 
60 4*4 4.8 4.5 23.63 25.71 24.02 
IW 7.0 9.0 7.3 23.18 27.92 27.66 
240 13.1 15.3 13.0 33.73 33*08 32.60 
«© mm 25# 4 «»«w •MM* 43.39 
Mean squares 
Souree df % Soil test P yield 
Treatoent 12 133667** 72528** 269.02** 537.7043^  
Eatesi single 3 117390** or.riTT.j-**' 77776 
##• 
275.84 561.0205 
1953 a. 1954 I §^7® 52 17.64** 4.1542 
»54 »53^ '54 I 2120® 3490 19.36** 11.7289 
Treat# x rep# 60 742 2586 1.31 11.0832 
®Slp)lficance at 0*I> probability level requires 2070 
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associated ¥?ith 0Q«al yields of dry roatter for different sources of 
phospfeofMS (potentially reswlting from different years of application) 
then valid cmparisons can be made among the plant responses obtained. 
CoKparisons were made among tJhe regiressioi coefficients and 
respective line elevations of yield of dry matter versus yield of 
nutrient curves for 1955 aBeas«is?e»ents of -W^ e 1953, 1954 and 1955 
phosphorus applications* Ihe lines were not significantly different 
nor were their respective elevations# It was concluded that significant 
differences among years of applicationf as Indicated by the biological 
criteria e»ployed, could not be attributed to differences in the 
effectiveness of unit spintity of phosphorus absorbed. 
To sumarize the results obtained on the Edina soil» it appears 
that the effect of currently affiled phosphorus is significantly greater 
than that of the residual frow the previous year. Ihis is in general 
agreemnt with the results in the Floyd experiment. Greenhouse ^  values 
and soil test results indicate that the difference in effectiveness of 
current and one-year old applications may persist for another year> 
which is in contrast to the results in the Floyd experisient. 
If the increases in greenhouse ^  values above the check are plotted 
against rate of applied, nearly strai#t lines are obtained for the 
different times of application# IBEsploylng greenhouse j values as a 
Criterion and the assumptions that the absorption of native soil 
phosphorus was c^ starit as the level of residual fertilizer phosphorus 
increases, that a straight line response to level of residual ferti­
lizer ^ osphorus was obtained and that a current application would be 
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lOOli eff#etiw» th© relative eff®ctiven®«s of residual phosphorus to 
IfSS applicatio«« in th® Edlna ex^riment was on the ord«r of 68 percent 
for the 195^  and percent for the 1954 applications* 
Tti# yields of ©ats train and total phosphorus obtained in 1954 
are fiven in table 16« The response to phosphorus was narked although 
the general yield level was cjuite Iw due to unseasonably hot weather 
when oats were in ^ e ailic stage* Rust infestation )«as another factor* 
M a reswltf the yields were so^ w^hat variable as is evidenced by the data. 
For exaiBple» th® significance of interactions noted in the table is 
largely due to yield depression, or lack of response, at the 240 pound 
ta1» applied all in 1953 or as a two-year split application. 
iieiponses in yield ©f phosphorus were probably less affected by 
the adverse conditions mentioned above. Hi^ly significant differences 
are Indicated between years of single applications and between the 1954 
and 1953*1954 split treataents. The responses resulting from all or a 
part of th® phosphorus being applied In 1953 were larger than those 
observed as a result of th® cairrent year's applications. The consider­
ation of a possible explanation of this effect is deferred until after 
presentation ©f the 1955 results. 
Ihe 19^  yield «@as«rffl»ent8 are giii«8n in Table 17. More favorable 
teBjperature conditions and a hl^ er rate of nitrogen fertilizer resulted 
in large response® to phosphorus in yields of grain and total phosphorus, 
ilfferencet in yield response to 1953 and 1954 applications were not 
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maark@<i» Hovifdver* sifftifieaiitly less r«8peii«« was obtalne<l from th« 
195S application c<»pare4 to single or split applications of previous 
years* Fifur# 7 shows a firaph of the 1955 yields obtained fro® equal 
rates ©f phosphoims applied in three different years# 
Table 16. Yields of oats and total P in 1954 for different years of 
phos^ OfMs applications in the field. Ida Experiment F-2780. 
Field treataaent 
lbs« 2^^ !^  
im 1954 •534.*54 1953 1954 *53+*54 
Oats yield, b«./A» P yield, Ibs./A. 
0 10*1 mm «•«» 1.42 mm mm 
30 22*6 20.8 3.31 2.73 
60 23.0 24.2 24.4 4.00 3.31 3.70 
120 28.1 27»6 26.9 5.10 3.93 4.70 
240 22.4 30.9 24.5 4.72 4.39 4.86 
480 mmt •«" 24.8 —- 5.31 
,§,ffiISS M, m m. 
Treatment 12 127.« 7.0304** 
Rates» single 3 nm -.i** 77,74 5.4714** 
1953 ^ . 19S4| (T^ ) I 34.41 *# 4.8302 
•54 xi<.*53^ *&4, ) 1 53.20* 2.9088** 
Rates It T  ^ 3 52.83* 0.3077 
1 
Rates * T^  3 41.91* 0.1313 
Treat, x rep« m 12.73® 0.5724® 
Treat./rep# 20 13.01 0.4676® 
®ISisslns value, one less degree of freeda®# 
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Jablml7» Measui-eraents ©f phosphotwg availability by yields of oats 
gsrain and total phosphorus in 1955» Ida Experiment F-aTBO. 
Field F tr«at» 
lb®. pgo^a. 1953 1954 1955 1953 1954 1955 
yield«—l>tt./A. P Yield—lbs./a. 
0 21.0 mm mm 1.84 mm mm 
30 27.0 29.7 23.8 2.45 2.64 2.31 
60 38..2 37.1 30,5 3.57 3.27 2.96 
120 45.3 45.1 36,7 4,90 4.56 3.96 
240 51 .f 53.6 41.8 5.66 5.67 4.89 
60 32.7 2.89 
120 44.1 4.55 
240 §0*7 5.78 
480 56.2 7.44 
fQUirge 
freataaent 
Rates, single 
fearst sinfl® 
1953 1954 
•55 *53 !» * 64 
1954 vs* •53i'*54 
Treat, x rep# 
M W,g, 
20 
a 
a 
I 
I 
I 
S0 
61i»3& 
MiM. Ww
14.7358 
1373.10 
406.04 
WW 
25.2502 
2.1739* 
•* 
6.08 0.1177 
i06.01 
57.96 
23.'87® 
4.2300 
0.0729 
0.4279 
«* 
®Mi»slft§ valiiet «wa® less degree of fi^ edto. 
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Figure 7. Yields of oats in 1955 for different rates of 
concentrated superphosphate applied in 1953, 1954 
and 1955. 
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Ihe posslMlity 9xisted that a non-wrtlfoim vertical distribution 
©f th@ fertilizer phosphorus cowld hav© resulted fr<»i the method of 
application. Eaeh year*8 application® were disked thor<»ighly into the 
surface in an attMspt to obtain unifoitBBity of placement between 
suecesslve years# H©weyer» evidence »was obtained to Indicate that a 
placement variable resulted frma the plowlnf operation of each year* 
Soil samples were taken early in 19S(5 before the experimental 
area was plowed frcwB plots receivlnf hi#i rates of phosphorus fertilizer 
in each of the three preceding years* Sa»ple cores taken fra» all 
replications of the highest rates of single applications were separated 
into two^ inch incremnts and tested for available phosphorus* The soli 
test results given In Table 18 provide evidence that the largest pro­
portion of the 1955 application of phosphorus fertilizer remained in the 
surface two inches regardless of the supposedly thorou# mixing by the 
disk* A deeper distribution was evident for the preceding years* 
applications* 
Table 18* Vertical distribution of residual fertilizer phosphorus In 
19:^  as affected by ai^ licatlons of concentrated super* 
phosphate In 1953, 19S4 and 1955* Ida slit loa». 
Experiment F-aTlO* 
fear of F treat* 
240 lbs*  ^
Soil, te ST P at different deaths In lbs* P/A* 
0»2 In* 4^ In. 4«»6 in* 6«»8 in. 
1953 S*0 2.0 3.0 0*8 
1954 4.5 2.0 0*5 0*5 
1955 19.5 0*5 0*5 0*5 
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Cwarlane® antlysi® of th® of dry aatter-yleid of o^sphorus 
cwrvet fox 19S3, 1954 and 1955 appiicatim# in th« field experisBent 
revealed #iat the slopes of the refresision lines are nearly equal and do 
not differ in elevation. As a result it was eonoluded that unit quantity 
of phosphorus abtorbed frc® eaoh source (year of application) produced 
equal quantities of total dry matter* Therefore the differences 
observed in the 1955 field results were not due to differences In the 
effectiveness of fd^ osphorus absorbed by the plants but were caused by 
differences in the quantity available. 
Rainfall and reserve soil aoisture were in very short su{^ ly in 
1955* It has been shovm by several workers (25» 32 and 46) that under 
dry conditions the utilization of phosphorus fro® fertilizer applied 
near the surface is quite Im* Although not conclusivet evidence has 
been obtained (31) that phosphorus is not absorbed from a dry soil. 
Ory soil conditions coupled wi-tti a placenwnt variable provide a 
possible explanation for the larger yields obtained fr<»i residual 
phosphoirus than froBA current applications* However* similar results 
have been obtained by Haddocit (24) fro^ ng sugar beets under irrigation. 
He believes that the observed effect is caused by the higher availa­
bility of residual phosphorus on calcare^ s soils compared to freshly 
applied fertilizer phosj^ orus and that it is not caused by a placement 
variable* 
Additional inforaiatlon on the relative effectiveness of residual 
phosphorus fra» 1953 and 1954 applications is given In Table 19. Each 
raeasurejaent ©ritexion indicates a significant response to rates of 
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TaSE>le Met3U3»&ini@nt$ ®f residwal phosphorus availability in 1955 
using GREETTIOIIS® J VALWES (A ) and yield ©F P, soil test 
P and field ^  values (jj)» • Ida E}g>ex>iiBent F-2780# 
Field P taeeat. Year P applied in field 
lbs* PgOg/A, 1963 1954 •53+*54 1953 1954 •53**54 
A ~ 
•SQ. *lbs. PgOg/A. •lbs. ^ 2^ 5^  ^
0 57 mm 32 mm mm 
30 68 76 mm 56 63 mm 
60 110 100 80 98 82 97 
120 132 147 155 208 192 177 
240 226 267 265 295 292 441 
480 ilmm 
—• 450 HI* a* — 650 
Soil test— •lbs. p/a. P Yield—ro«./Dot 
0 0.6 mm 9.81 •••• — 
30 1.0 1.0 mm 10.96 11.81 
60 1.4 1.1 0.7 15.49 13.37 11.88 
120 1.9 2.8 2.5 18.38 18.47 18.03 
240 4.5 §•9 5.3 26.64 27.10 27.91 
480 mm 
-• 15.5 mm Wi«B 35.08 
Mean scwares 
Source df Soil test P yield 
TreatBient 12 134326** 340497** 85. 
## 
55 695.4738** 
Rates, single 3 115223 228331 37.65 901.1062** 
1953 1954 1 3715 1021 2.65 0.6698 
•54;^ * •53i"«54 1 323 37116® 1. 20 2.0535 
Treat, x rep. 48 33S6 imo 2.60 13.6620 
S^ignificant at 0«10 probability level. 
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phosphoxvis but no appreciable difference between years of applications* 
tlie results ©f the Ida experiment indicated that the effectiveness 
©f residual phosphorus ftm 1953 and 1954 applications was about equal. 
In contrast with the Floyd and Bdina e^ erlmentSt there was no evidence 
that a current application would result in larger yield responses than 
aresidwal phosphorus* A placeaient variable probably resulted in biased 
results in the field favoring the residual treatments. 
The greenhouse J value neasureieents weare eaade under aiore or less 
controlled conditions and -ttiey provided a basis for an estimate of the 
relative effectiveness ©f residual phosphorus to current applications. 
If it is asstMtd that the quantity of native soil phosphorus absorbed 
by the plants reiaained a constant for increasing levels of residual 
phosphorust the phosphorus applied at the time of measurement was 
100% effective and the J value response to rates of addition was linear, 
the relative effectiveness of residual phosphorus from 1983 and 1954 
applications was about 65 to 75 percent of a current application. It 
should be pointed out that more variability was encouyntered in the Ida 
experiment and the lowest rate of application was consistently pro­
portionately lower in percentagw residual effectiveness than higher 
rates. , 
Other residual e^ eriiaentf 
G^ enhouse experiments conducted in 1953 provided estimates of the 
availability of phosphorus applications in established rock phosphate^  
superphosphate experiments* The small nui&ber of rates and replications 
n 
eapleyed in th»s® experisaents liisits evaluations to a e<msidexation of 
general tx@nds« Values ealetaiated in a manner sinilar to that described 
for tihe Floydf Edina and Ida experiroent# showed that the relative 
effe©tiv®ra»ss s# on® and tw-^ rear applications compared with a current 
application was in the range of 28 to 30 percent for the Carrington, 
40 to 60 percent fox the Edina# and 35 to 65 percent for the Grundy. 
There is no consistent trend favorinf acid or liBwsd soils. The indi­
cation that the z«sidual phosphorus of the Edina soil was more effective 
for a fiven r®tt than that of the Gtrrinfton soil agrees with the trends 
for associated soil® of the aajor experiments described above* 
An atte»pt to cateforize the soils frora several old experiments 
sampled in 1954 in a similar raanner Indicated that most soils fell into 
the ranfe of 40 to 65 percent for one and two-year old applications and 
2© to 40 percent for three-year old applications. Little in the way of 
a definite trend was observed for particular §r(»ips of soils but the 
feneral magnitude of value# agat^ es wi-tti the above infousation. 
T2 
mmmt m> conclusigns 
Th« ©f this investigation, stated broadly, were to study 
tht effestt of singl# or imiltiple appllcatimut of phosphorus fertilizer 
in different Y«am on the availability of lite residual phos{^ 03rus sresult-
ing thsrefr^ , and to eaapare chemical soil test, crop yield, crc^  
ccjroposition and radioactive J value measurements as isethods for measuring 
the residual effects on these end previously established ejqperinents* 
Three field e3Q>®rlB»nts were initiated in the spring of 1953* 
These ej^ erieefits were located on acid Floyd and Sdina silt loams, 
developed on glacial till and loess, respectiwly, and on an Ida silt 
loam developed fr^  coarse, calcareous loess* Phosphorus treatments 
wre applied to the experiments over a 3-year period to establish 
different levels of residual phosphorus* Oats was grwn each year, 
since it was believed a shallow rooted, short season crop should be 
used to minimize the reffioval ©f phosphorus during the early stages of 
the e^ qperinent and to miniinizt the dilution effect of (i^ osj^ orus 
absorbed frcra below the fertilizer zone the correlations of field 
and other measuremnts* Qt&ln yields and total plant phosphorus 
absozptlon were measured each year* 
In the spring of 195S, soil saaples were collected fx<m the experl-
Pints and were used for ch^ lcal soil tests and greenhouse tests. These 
included plant grcwth ffleasurewents and radioactive iseasureHjents, utilized 
®s J values. The soil samples were taken with a large sampling tube and 
consisted of approxlwately 60 cores per plot of 60 sc^ are feet. Ttiis 
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th@rou9^  sampliRf was made fox* the puxpose of insuring representative 
values for correlation studies with field data* 
<lre«idiouse radioactive ffieasure^ nts were used as the criterion for 
evaluating the accuracy of ol^ er neasurements* Significant correlation 
coefficients were obtained for ccmparisons with field j values* yield 
of phosphorus in the field and greenhouse and soil test phosphorus. 
fhe relationship between soil test phosphorus and greenhouse 
values for the acid Floyd and Edina soils was described by a single 
regression line# Ihe chemical soil test predicted greenhouse values 
equally isell for the one and two-year old phosphorus applications. 
Results of coraparlsoas in 1954 involving tiiese saeasureaients on soil 
samples frcra 14 old experiiments, containing levels of residual f^ ospho-
rus> also indicated a single regression line. Similar results were 
also obtained on 1953 sawples. The regression of soil test phosphorus 
on greenhouse J value aeasureaents for the calcareous Ida soil, however, 
described a line with a significantly smaller regression coefficient. 
This effect was probably caused by the free CaCO^  in the soil. 
That different regression lines are obtained for acid and 
calcarec^ s soils does not preclude confidence in the cl^ mical soil test 
results* providing the liwits of the conditions for vri^ ich the soil test 
correlates with plant response are known. 
Significant correlaticMns were obtained when the cheBiical soil test 
results were c<»pared with other criteria including yield of phosphorus 
in the field and greertfjouse, and field J values. A contributing factor 
may have been the detailed soil sampling technique enployed. Several 
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of the mthods satisfactory f@r Risasuring residual phosphorus 
avaiiabilttyi hoMvert its high defree of correlation with greenhouse 
J values indicated that the elMffistical soil test was particularly useful* 
the three field experiments initiated in 1953 provided the major 
source ©f inf#»ation concerning the relative effectiveness of residual 
phosphorus ftm previous years* applications# The results discussed 
«sere detemined lay grain yields« total phosphorus yields in the field 
and greenhouse, field and greenhouse j values and cheisaical soil test* 
The results obtained from ^ e Floyd and Edina experiments generally 
indicated similar trends* Grain and total phosphorus yields indicated 
both in 1954 and 1955 that current applications of phosphorus were 
significantly better than previous applications. According to 1955 
roeasurements on the Floyd soil differences in the relative effectiveness 
of 1953 and 1954 frftosphorus applications not significant at the 
0*05 probability level* In the Edina experiwent, however, there was an 
indicatiw, thou# not conclusive, that the more recent application had 
a higher residual value. There was little evidence on either soil to 
indicate that the residual value of a given rate of phosphorus ferti­
lizer was enhanced by splitting the application* 
The result® m the Ida ej^ eriaent Indicated that a curirent appli­
cation of concentrated superphosphate produced lower yield increases 
than a like mmmt applied one or two years previously. Evidence was 
presented that Indicated a lack ©f wniforsjlty in the mixing of the 
current application with soil to the deptii of plowing, which in dry 
weather could result in a induction in the effective quantities of 
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the Giirr@nt'phot-phorti® applications# A test was mad® that indicated 
dlff#r®ncts b«twe«n years of an&llcation could not be attributed to 
differences In the #ff»etlv®n«ss of unit quantity of phosphorus ab» 
sorbed in promoting biological response. Therefore, there was no 
Indication of a dlfferene# in availability resulting from a change in 
the chemical nature of the phosphorus, differences observed between 
roeasureiBents ©f the availability of one and two*y©ar old applications 
were not significant* 
The regression of greenhouse A values on rates of applied phos­
phorus was linear in the Floyd and Idina experiments and at the higher 
levels of phosphorus in the Ida experiment# Issploylng greenhouse A 
values as @ criterion and -the assun^tions that the absorption of 
native soil phosphorus' was constant at different levels of residual 
fertilizer phosphorus and that ® current application of phosphorus was 
ICK^ effective^ the percentage effectiveness of residual phosphorus, 
from applications fflad® one and two years previously, relative to current 
applications on the Floyd, Idlnt and Ida experiments was on the order 
of to 57, 68 to 75 snd 65 to 75, respectively* Computations made 
in a similar w®y for the other soils sampled Indicated that most of 
them fell into a range of 40 to 65 percent effectiveness for one and 
two-year old applications and 20 to 40 percent for three-year old 
applications# 
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t&hi9 20. Measurements of phosphorus availability using chemical and 
biolofietl eriteria in field tests with oats on Floyd 
silt loaro in 1953. Ixptrlment F-2T78. 
trtaSa'nt''''"'" .'n'.,-. i 
lbs. P«0«/A. CJats Yield 
yield 
bu./A. 
Dry matter 
Ibs./A. 
of P 
lb«./A. 
0 30.6 1670 .191 3.18 
30 34.6 1883 .200 3.79 
60 38.0 2116 .211 4.46 
120 38.7 2179 .224 4.89 
240 43,7 2408 .250 6.02 
Analysis of varianc# 
Source of ©•greet Mean Mean Mean l^ ean 
variation® fa®^ a ®auar« square 
TreatiBent 4 "HA** 943626** .007439** 15.5019** 
T X R 20 23.15 81893 .000100 0.4338 
t/r m 20.3#> 6723^  .000109 .3494^  
®T a treatrntntj R = replicat#. 
M^issing valy@St ths'#© less defre«8 of freedom. 
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Table 21*22* WeasureHients of grain and total dry matter yields and 
phosfshora# composition in field tests with oats on Floyd 
silt Imm in 1954, ixperlment F-2778, 
fie Id ''trS'lfflifit ~~~~~ 
lbs. 
w*-
Otts 
yield 
bu,/A. 
Orv matter 
Yield 
of P 
lbs,/a 1953 1954 lbs,/a, % P 
0 0 42*6 2761 ,201 5,55 
30 0 46.1 3045 ,221 6.71 
60 0 52,4 3395 ,246 8,38 
120 0 54,4 3730 ,250 9,33 
240 0 58,8 4136 ,264 10,90 
0 30 49,8 3276 ,218 7,15 
0 60 59,0 3970 ,232 9,21 
0 120 59,1 4124 ,236 9.77 
0 240 60,2 4429 .252 11,18 
30 30 54,5 3574 .234 8,38 
60 60 57,2 3994 .248 9,92 
120 120 58,0 4151 ,262 10,92 
240 240 54,9 4252 ,294 12,46 
Soure® of Defrees 
variation^  fyeed<» 
Treatment 
T X R 
r/R 
It 
m 
m 
Analysis of varianct 
M@an 
mmm 
Mean 
taBiSL 
 ^ H t|. 
227,74 2169644 
24,70 
27,19 
101304 
122722 
Mean 
mms. 
,005221** 
,000171^  
,000196 b 
Mean 
square 
.•* 
34,0059 
0,7837** 
1,3225** 
*t « treatmenti i « replicate, 
b 
Witsin^  value, one less degree of freedom. 
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Tab!® 23. M®as«reiB@nts of phosphorus availability using chemical and 
biological criteria In field tests with oats on Floyd silt 
loaift in 195S» Experiinent F-2778. 
field treatiasnt 
lbs. 
l§53 
W 
lf54 
'A, 
1^ 55 
C^t$ 
yield 
b«#/A* 
Total dry 
fnatte* 
Ibs./A. 
P in dry 
pjatter 
% 
Yield 
of P 
Ibs./A. 
0 0 0 58a 3404 .164 5.58 
30 0 0 64*4 3874 .174 6.80 
60 0 0 65,7 3857 .191 7.36 
120 0 0 69,0 4107 .201 8.28 
240 0 0 74.5 4276 .218 9.30 
0 30 0 66# 2 3f46 .179 7.07 
0 60 0 72a 4244 .186 7.91 
0 120 0 66,6 3857 .209 8.03 
0 240 0 77»2 4531 .214 9.80 
0 0 30 64.7 3774 .181 6.87 
0 0 60 71*0 4190 .187 7.84 
0 0 120 76*4 4450 .202 9.00 
0 0 240 82.3 4955 .228 11.33 
30 30 0 63.2 3849 .188 7.26 
60 60 0 65.2 3820 .212 8.08 
120 m 0 65.6 3857 .220 8.49 
240 240 0 76.7 4416 .239 10.51 
0 30 30 61.7 3576 .190 6.76 
0 60 60 68.7 3994 .206 8.22 
0 120 120 76.4 4424 .222 9.88 
0 240 240 75.8 4523 .245 11.09 
30 30 30 66.4 3836 .199 7.62 
60 60 60 74.3 4332 .216 9.40 
120 120 120 81,9 4846 .247 11.95 
240 240 240 83.8 4982 .259 12.89 
Antlvsls of variance 
Source ©f Degrees Mean Mean Mean Mean 
variation® imm S,®aig square 
Treatment 24 286.55** 1032382** .003524** 19.5978 
HI
 
X 120 55.84^  216874^  .000135^  1.1450' 
® T « trsatiaentf R » replicat®. 
^ Missing value®» two less degrees o f  freedom. 
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Tabl« 24. il®a8ur#»@nts by chemical 
in field tests with oats 
lxp®rim@nt F-2778. 
soil test and radioactive phosphorus 
on Floyd silt loam in 1955. 
Field t3r«atm«nt 
Ibf. PgO^ A, 
1953 lf54 
Soil test® 
lbs. P/A. 
Plant P 
ffom std. A valu« 
IbiT. 
0 0 2.8 22.02 111 
30 
60 
120 
240 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3.5 
3.5 
6.5 
11.9 
15.16 
13.65 
11.70 
10.82 
176 
196 
234 
253 
0 
0 
0 
0 
30 
60-
120 
240 
2.7 
3.9 
6.7 
11.2 
21.44 
16.44 
15.17 
11.31 
112 
157 
172 
248 
30 
60 
120 
240 
30 
60 
120 
240 
3# 8 
6.5 
10.7 
18.4 
17,91 
14.27 
10.58 
8.16 
141 
183 
255 
348 
Antlvsit of vai-ianc# 
Seurc# of, 
variatiOR^  
0«fr@@8 a^n 
W®.re. 
Mean Mean 
sauar« 
Tirea-taRent 12 141.01** 261.7145** 61154 
T K a 60 2.04 8.1163 2709 
San5pl««/plots 84 «««» 2.0453® 682 
Qieeks/fe 6 0.44 35.8448 1823 
®Brty w#ak acid extractant, 0.03 M NH^ F In 0,025 N HCl. 
« tr«ate®nt, 1 « replicat®» 
I# 
'Misting values, two lesss degress,of freedom. 
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Tftble Measurmefits 0f x@slclual phosphorus availability using 
6h«»i«al and biological eriteria in greenhouse tests with 
®ill®t on rioyd silt loaw in 1955* Experiment F-2778. 
Field trea-toent 
lbs. 
1953 19S4 
te..? 
S./pot 
latter 
% P 
Yield 
of P 
ffif./pOt 
Plant P 
froiB std. 
% 
value 
per acx« 
lbs. "^ 2% 
0 0 21.&6 .094 19# 98 46# 47 93 
30 0 23.30 #096 .^31 40.18 121 
iO 0 23.23 .100 23.10 38.56 128 
120 0 25* 7& .104 1^ .84 33.83 159 
24G e 26« 85 .106 30.24 26.34 225 
0 30 22.10 .096 21.11 43# 61 105 
0 60 23.21 .098 22.62 39.01 127 
0 25.80 .103 26.40 33.10 165 
0 zm 2S.54 aio 31»22 26,08 233 
30 30 22.59 .096 21 #47 42.18 111 
60 60 24.76 .104 25.76 35# 78 144 
120 120 30.08 •106 31.30 26.38 226 
24G 240 32.46 .103 33.15 19#02 347 
Analysis of variance 
Source of Pefrees Mean iSean lilean Mean Mean 
iissiiB seaiare 8,qtiare mm M^ ms. 
Twatfiient 12 i25.2510** * .0003m* 270.4417*" 921.6424 67177** 
T X K| 60 7.5032 .000136 7.6832 14.2564 930 
6 10.2324 •000330 5.^ 58 5.8964 949 
T X ?2 5.7707 .000068 3.0215 4#6447^  456 
Ck/Rg/»^  12 9.0347 .000064 4.9558 11.6215 164 
®f » treaitoent, R, « field replicate, R » freenhause replicate, 
Ck » check.  ^
hissing value* o m  less decree of freed(»a* 
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26. Mea$«r@ia@nts of phosphorus availability using chemical and 
biological criteria in field tests with oats on Edina 
silt loam in 1953. ixperiment F»2779« 
Field treateent 
lb«, Yb/*' Oat® 
yield 
bu»A, 
Dry matter 
Yield 
of P 
Ibs..^ .^ lf53 list. A. i  P 
0 24.2 1905 .200 3.82 
30 27.3 2235 .231 5.16 
60 28.1 2311 .242 5.58 
lao 2t.2 2285 .263 6.02 
240 28.2 2362 .284 6.71 
Analysis of variance 
Source of Degree# Mean Mean Mean Mean 
variation® freedora sSMf,,?® SQuare square 
Treatment 4 20.4i^  251680** .0115^ ** 11.7100** 
T X R 20 Ml 43729 .000130 .3812 
T/S 4@ 16.49 62468 .OOOlll'^  .5316^  
®T « treatment, R « replicat»« 
Missing values,, two l®ss d«gr@©s of freedom. 
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Table 27, Measurements of phosphorus availability using chemical and 
biological criteria in field testa with oats on Edina silt 
loam in 1954, Experiment F*2T79» 
Field 
lbs.» 
treatment 
Oats 
yield 
bu*/A, 
Drv matter 
Ibs./A. % P 
Yield 
of P 
lbs./A« 1953 1954 
0 0 60.4 4477 .178 7.98 
30 
60 
120 
240 
0 
0 
0 
0 
64*3 
69.9 
74,2 
69,1 
4913 
5051 
5898 
5038 
.176 
.184 
.213 
.227 
8.68 
9.25 
12.62 
11.47 
0 
0 
0 
0 
30 
60 
120 
240 
67.4 
69.5 
72.4 
73.0 
5124 
5352 
5694 
5676 
.194 
.204 
.218 
.247 
9.92 
10.88 
12.39 
13.46 
30 
60 
120 
240 
30 
60 
120 
240 
69.4 
68.9 
69.1 
71.2 
5216 
5180 
5150 
5326 
.193 
.214 
.246 
.276 
10.06 
11.14 
12.66 
14.75 
Analysis of variance 
Source of Degrees 
variation® freedora 
M&an 
sauare 
Mean 
SQuare 
Mean 
square 
Mean 
Treatment 12 132.88 1332260* .009422** 
,U,M 
40.6989 
T  x n  60 74.00 67201^  .000183^  3.7294*^  
Q%eck»/B. 6 72.31 3S6742 .000063 0.8834 
r/n 43 75.37 606349^  .000192^  4.6700^  
® T K treataaent, R » replicate# 
 ^Missing val«©, one less degree of freedom 
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TaW® 28# Measursments of phosphorus availability using chemical and 
biological criteria in field tests with oats on Edina silt 
loam in 19S50 Experiment F-.2T79. 
Field 
lbs* 
1953 
treatment 
''2V*' 
1954 1955 
Oats 
yield 
bu./A, 
Total dry 
matter 
lbs./A, 
P in dry 
matter 
% 
Yield 
of P 
Ib8./A. 
0 0 0 78.4 5322 .159 8.42 
30 0 0 75.4 5245 .173 9.07 
60 0 0 81 •© 5612 .179 10.04 
12© 0 0 84,7 5879 .186 10.86 
240 0 0 78,8 5586 .212 11.84 
0 30 0 73,9 5227 .183 9.57 
0 60 0 76,3 5258 .181 9.48 
0 120 0 75a 5784 .195 11.12 
0 240 0 87.4 6370 .214 13.64 
© 0 30 85.9 6070 .175 10.61 
0 0 60 36.0 6018 .192 11.50 
0 0 120 84.2 5943 .208 12.37 
0 0 240 79.8 5891 .220 12.91 
30 30 0 78.6 5337 .177 9.41 
60 60 0 86.6 5968 .197 11.76 
1^  120 0 77.9 5492 .218 11.89 
240 240 0 98.2 6804 .214 14.56 
0 30 30 85.6 5821 .180 10.47 
0 60 60 86.2 6026 .195 11.76 
0 120 120 90.3 6484 .217 14.02 
0 240 240 89.0 6224 .236 14.75 
30 30 30 86.1 6018 .185 11.08 
60 60 60 85.0 5830 .206 12.00 
120 120 120 88.1 6010 .216 13.03 
240 240 240 84.7 6152 .240 14.84 
Analysis of variance 
Source of Degrees Mean Mean ft^ ean Mean 
variation® freedom square square square 
Treatment 24 201.83 1045059 .002930** 22.3903^  
T X R 120 143.19 682021 .000159 2.5802 
CSiecks/H 6 166.65 664562 .000061 1.3881 
®T SB treatment, R * replicat®. 
f3 
Tabl« 29# .ll®as«rea«nt$ by ehemleal soil test and radioactive phosphorus 
In tests with oats on Floyd silt loam In 1955» 
lxp#rini®nt f»2T7^ * 
iFl« Id'treatment' .'q ^ 
lb., P 0 A.  ^
Soli t©®t® from std* A valu# 
If S3 1954 lbs. P/A. % lbs. PgO^ A, 
0 0 2,8 23.44 103 
30 0 3.i 22.92 104 
m 0 4«4 19.48 126 
120 0 7.0 16.44 156 
240 0 13.1 11.42 240 
© so 3.t 23.32 101 
0 60 4.8 18.72 132 
0 9.0 15.30 172 
0 240 15.3 12,01 228 
SO 30 4.5 20.64 122 
60 60 7.3 15.54 168 
120 120 13,0 13.15 200 
2m 240 25.4 8.18 369 
Analvfls of variane® 
S©«re« ®f D«f«»S Mean Mean Mean 
*
%
 P 1 liMaSf. ?13(uarf. mm. 
TrtatBJ®nt 12 . 269.02 331.6141** 72528 
T X 8 60 1.31 11.1902 2586 
Sas^ l«s/pl©ts 84 38.2606 292 
®@eks/k 6 0.48 1.0372 1505 
®Bray weak aeld extractant, 0.03 N NH^ F In 0*025 H HCl* 
 ^« tr«atia«nt,» t « r®plieat®.. 
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table 30, Measurenents of residual phosphorus availability using 
chemieal and biological criteria in greenhouse tests with 
millet on Edioa silt loaw in 1955. Experiwent F-2T79* 
Field treatment 
lbs# 
1953 1954 
,Sa 
f«/pot % P 
Yield 
of P 
Mg./pot 
Plant P 
from std. 
% 
 ^value 
per acre 
lbs. PgOg 
0 0 22.94 .090 20.32 46.47 94 
30 G 23.91 .093 21.99 42.05 112 
60 0 25.3© .094 23.63 37.12 138 
120 0 26. n .108 28.18 31.45 176 
240 0 28«33 .120 33.73 23.40 264 
0 30 24km .093 22.50 41.46 114 
0 &0 27.20 .092 25.71 36.40 141 
0 120 26.56 .108 27.92 29.84 190 
0 240 30.38 .110 33.08 22.34 281 
30 30 26.36 .092 24.02 36.83 138 
60 60 28.50 .099 27.66 31.01 179 
120 120 30.12 .109 32.60 23.46 262 
240 240 31.08 .140 43.39 14.68 466 
Source of Degree# Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean 
tmMm soiiare 
Treatment ' 12 93.9021 .002658*^  * 537.7043^  
LiM> 
1208.1263 133677** 
T X Rj 60 8.9197 .000211 11.0832 10.4161 742 
6 20.5290 .000438 2.6391 6.3127 191 
T X 72 5.4495 .000084 2.8952 2.9567 114 
Ck/Eg/Hj 12 3.6903 .000089 3.1684 23.7351 335 
*T » treatoent» 1|: » field replicate» R » greenhouse replicate, 
Ck « cheek*  ^
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tabl» 31. M@a8ur«in@nt8 of phosphorus availability using chemical and 
biological criteria in field tests with oats on Ida silt 
loaffl in 1953, Experiment F-2780, 
Field tr«atrwnt 
lb., P.o A. 
MMMW 
Oats 
yield 
bu*/A» 
Drv matte* 
Yield 
of P 
lbs./A. 1953 ibS.i^ A. 
0 7,5 589 .110 0.65 
30 22.4 1316 .141 1.85 
60 27.2 1552 .158 2.44 
120 28.8 1631 .164 2.67 
2*40 30.9 1730 .177 3.04 
Analysis of variance 
Souree of D®gr®®8 Mean Mean Mean Mean 
variation^  Sanare sauare SQuare 
Tr@attn@,nt 4 600.26** 1431354^ * .000204** 6.3333 
T X R 16 14.30 58557 .000130 0.1503 
t/r 40 13.41 40721 .000144 0.1339 
® T a tr©atm®nt» 8 w replicate* 
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Tabl® 32« Measurements of phosphorus availability using chemical 
and biological criteria in field tests with oats on Ida 
silt loam in 1954# Experiment F-2780. 
f^ ield treatment 
lbs# 
1953 1954 
Oats 
yield 
bu#/A# 
Drv matter 
Ibs./A. % P 
Yield 
of P 
lbs./A. 
0 0 10.1 879 .163 1.42 
30 0 22.6 1750 .190 3.31 
60 0 23.0 1712 .234 4.00 
120 0 28.1 2022 .250 5.10 
240 0 22.4 1670 .282 4.72 
0 30 20.8 1550 .176 2.73 
0 60 24.2 1764 .188 3.31 
0 120 27.6 2064 .191 3.93 
0 240 30.9 2239 .190 4.39 
30 30 24.4 1830 .202 3.70 
60 60 26.9 2010 .234 4.70 
120 120 24.5 1824 .268 4.86 
240 240 24. S 1806 .294 5.31 
Analysis of variance 
Source' of Degrees Mean Mean Mean Mean 
variation* freedom square square f,<S«are 
Treatment 12 127.48** ^ 559016** .012289** 7.0304* 
t X R 48 12.73^  58961^  .000479 .5724^  
T/8 20 13.01 74690 .00015# .4676^  
® T ss treatment# H = replicate. 
 ^Missing value, one less degree of freedom. 
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Tabl® 33, Measurements of phosphorus availability using chemicai and 
biological criteria in field tests with oats on Ida silt 
loaffl in i955» EKp@rlra®nt F-.2780 
Field 
ifoa. 
1953 
treatioent 
1954 1^55 
Oats 
yield 
bu.A, 
Total dry 
matter 
lbs./a. 
P in dry 
matter 
% 
Yield 
of P 
lbs./a. 
0 0 0 21*0 1429 .126 1.84 
30 0 0 27.0 1749 .141 2.45 
60 0 0 38«2 2187 .162 3.57 
120 0 0 45.3 2757 .177 4.90 
240 0 0 51,9 2944 .192 5.66 
0 30 0 29.7 1908 . 133 2.64 
O 60 0 37a 2367 a39 3.27 
0 120 0 45 a 2747 .166 4.56 
0 240 0 53*6 3041 .188 5.67 
0 0 30 23.8 1655 .139 2.31 
0 0 60 303 1937 .151 2.96 
0 0 120 36.7 2365 .168 3.96 
0 0 240 41,8 2685 .182 4.89 
30 30 0 32.7 1995 .144 2.89 
60 60 0 44a 2570 .178 4.55 
120 120 0 50»7 2997 .194 5.78 
240 240 0 56»2 3405 .218 7.44 
30 30 30 36.2 2361 .143 3.37 
60 60 60 42.s 2560 .177 4.53 
120 120 120 55.9 3062 .227 6.97 
240 240 240 58.5 3372 .234 7.88 
Analysis ! of vsriane# 
Source of Degrees Mean Mean Mean Mean 
variation® square scfuare 
Treatment 20 611.35*'* 1573384** .004735** 14.7358 
T X 1 80 23.87^ 88444 .000213 0.4279 
** 
® T « treatai®nt» R « replicat®# 
^ Missinf value, on® less degree of freedom. 
Tabl® 34^  Wea««af®m0nts of residual phosphorus availability using 
chemical soil test and biological criteria In field tests 
with oats on Ida silt loara in 1955* Experiment F->2780« 
Fisid treatmnt 
lbs, PgOg/A, 
1953 1954 
Soil t©8t® 
lbs* P./A. 
Plant P 
from std. 
% 
A valut 
IbsZ PgOgA-
0 0 0.6 49.13 32 
30 O 1,0 35.74 56 
60 0 1.4 24.12 98 
120 0 1.9 13.31 208 
240 0 4.5 9.34 295 
0 30 1.0 36.16 63 
0 60 1.1 25.56 82 
0 120 2.8 14.04 192 
0 240 5.9 10.28 292 
30 30 0.7 24.42 97 
m SO 2.5 14.98 177 
xm l:^  5.3 6,72 441 
240 240 15.5 4.75 650 
Analysis of variane# 
Source of aagr@®8 Mean Mean Mean 
fa^ ss «c|W3re 
Treat«®nt 12 85.55** 2401.1351** 340497** 
T X R 48 2.60 26.6462 11780 
Samples/plots 70 •!»•<» «P—I 6.6239 1234 
Checks/^  5 0.15 86.6185 124 
® Iray mmk acid sxtractant, 0*03 N MK^ F in 0.025 N HCl, 
U 
T » tr?atji»ntt R » replicate,. 
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Tabl« 35. Measuxements of cesidual phosphorus availability using 
chemical and biological criteria in greenhouse tests with 
millet on Wa silt low in 19&6. Experiment F-aTOO, 
Fieltl treat»ent Plant P 
lbs» Yield value 
PJ^ y matter of P frc® P std. per acre 
1953 1954 g*/p0t % P mg./pot % lbs. P2O5 
0 0 11,29 .087 9.81 63.00 57 
30 0 12,73 • 087 10.96 54.65 68 
60 0 16.35 .094 15.49 43.01 110 
120 0 18*86 .098 18*38 38,03 132 
240 0 22.91 .117 26.64 26.46 226 
0 30 14.07 .084 11.81 51.82 76 
0 60 15.72 •OSS 13.37 45.04 100 
0 120 19.28 •098 18*47 35.35 147 
0 240 23.75 .114 27ao 23.99 267 
30 30 13*57 .0S9 11.88 50.14 80 
60 60 18.93 .096 18.03 34.23 155 
120 22. 1^23 27.91 23*54 265 
240 240 26.62 .132 35.08 15.64 450 
.a 
Tareatwent 
T X 
8/E 
T X t 
Ck/Rg/i R. 
Etegi^ es Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean 
fmim ataiare stftiare imm mm. square 
12 263.9932** ^ *002655** 
> iHi 
695.4738  ^ 2181.9442** 134326*^  
48 8*8192 *000144 13*6620 36*7377 3386 
8 3.8539 *000270 4*1509 1*0985 91 
60 2.6159 .000052 1.48:^  3.0091 1208 
10 3.0926 .000113 1.0669 13.7035 124 
®T a treatment, 8^  » field replicate, R » greenhouse replicate, 
Ck » cheek* ® 
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Ttbl# 36. Soil test an^  fwenhdys# A valut measur t^nts of phosphorus 
availability in 1953 toil saa^les from a roek phosphat»« 
tuperphoaphat® «3sperii»eiit on QiWKiy silt loam* Sxperinwnt 
F-214S. 
m in 1952 
Field P 
,t?tit)®»ilt 
lbs. 
Yr. P 
appl* 
r-
test valw 
. . , .  . .  .  
l> 0 
2^ 5 
Yr. P 
appl* 
Oat> in 1952 
test value 
Lbs«/A« 
MmA 
i 
m M m 6.2 
eiiiioe 4*0 mm 4.8 83 
40 (super) 
80 ( - ) 
1951 5.0 65 1952 5,2 71 
19SI 5,0 74 1952 5.0 87 
240 C " > 1950 14.5 202 1951 7.5 174 
240 (rock) 1950 6.2 90 1951 4.5 92 
tiine 2 m ?.o oH 7.1 
0 e*4» t.s 94 5.0 96 
40 (super) 
80 ( « ) 
1951 a.2 76 1952 8.3 114 
1951 10.2 101 1952 5.5 122 
240 ( - 5 195® la^ o 180 1951 16.5 155 
240 (rook) 1950 7.0 7f 1951 4.5 81 
Aneivsit ©f variane# 
if ii SE m m. 
T 9 22.56 91€1** 27.48 4642** 
,f X It 9 1.S4 94 2.04 344 
ieatinder 20 mm 200 mm 437 
*t * t3r#atffl«rit, t » fi@ld replicttet remainder is composed of 
greenhowse t®pllcat@$ and aasoetated inter®ctiont# 
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Ttbl« 37. Soli t®st and field and 9re«nhous« A value measurements of 
fshosphorus availability in 1953 soiT samples from a rock 
phosphate-superphosphate experiment on Grundy silt loaro» 
Ixperiment 
1%2 field 
P treatment 
lbs. 
Soil test 
lbs. P/A. 1^ 
Lbs. P 0 /A.^  
2 5 
2^ 
Urn 1—©H 6.1 
0 4.1 263 270 81 
240 (tuper) 16,5 536 652 268 
240 (rock) 6.0 248 441 109 
Liw 2—oH 6»9 
0 5.4 363 417 90 
S40 (super) 17.S 844 709 248 
240 Crock) 6.0 218 293 113 
Analysis of variation 
ISSfef,® d|, SI. m m. m» 
T 5 •93.14* 1300B9* 88693 36162** 
T X 1 5 14.20 20986 70543 672 
Qc/l^ 4 1.6t 2926 7477^  179^  
Oc/Lg 4 2.21 12403 18294 eis*' 
lleraainder 20 mmti mm — 439 
in 1952. 
» field A valueg oats plants sampled at 8-10 in» A^ g = field 
A value, oats plants harvested after hard dough stage of the^ graln. 
1^ . » greenhouse A value. 
% w tr@at»ent» R » fl®ld replicate, Gk « check, L « lime level, 
R = field replicite, retaairaJler is coaiposed of greenhouse replicates and 
associated interaction®. 
M^issing value, ©ne less degree of freedom. 
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Ttbl# 38. Soil test and field and grtsnhouse A valu« measurements of 
photphorui availability in 1954 soiT samples from rock 
phosphatf«»^ *ii3erphosphata exp^ rimtnt on Grundy silt loam# 
ixperiment F»236S«* 
1950 fi«ld 
P treatEwint 
1b8• • 
Soil test 
lbs. P/A. 
Lb.. PjOgA.'' 
if iSa 
tlm 1—cH 6.a 
0 
240 (super) 
240 (rook) 
iifflg ?.0 
240 (super) 
240 (roeic) 
Bhsi® 
T 
t X t 
S®!8aind«r 
t£ 
5 
5 
24 
2.S 
9.8 
M 
11 #S 
5*8 
250 
301 
230 
259 
321 
212 
Analysis of vartano» 
23^ 33* 
2a8 
it 
3429 
3200"^  
99 
120 
180 
134 
135 
209 
m 
10202 
541 
90 
** 
®Gorn in 1953# 
K 
%i ® fi@W A valu«, ss fr#®nho«se A val««, 
®T m tr®it®w^ nt| R » fitld rsplicat@t ranalnd#* is composed of 
fretfthous* rsplieat©® and assoeiated interaction®. 
d 
Missing vtlues^  two l«is degr®#8 of freedom# 
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Tifolit 39. Soil t«st and greenhouse A value measuremsnts of phosphorus 
availability in 1953 soil samples a rock phosphate-
$t3p©rphosphat« experiment on Idina silt loam. Experiment 
F*2149. 
lead;ow In 1952 
Pi»ld P 
tr©a-tiMi-nt 
lb». fjOjA. 
Yi. P 
ippl# 2^% 
1952 
Yr* P 
appl • 
Oats in 
"""fJii 
tBSt valtjt 
Ibst/A. 
Lima I 
{s«p«r) 
80 { *• ) 
240 C « ) 
2S0 ( - ) 
240 Croek) 
U|S. 
40 C»«per) 
80 ( ) 
240 ( »• ) 
280 ( « ) 
240 Croek) 
oH 9.T pH 5.6 
«»«» 4 A 90 mm 3.8 90 
1951 5.2 m 1952 5.5 96 
1951 8.2 140 1952 7.2 134 
1950 13.6 203 1951 12.0 193 
1950 21,5 244 mm •••a* 
195© 63 145 1951 5.2 122 
ort 6.3 oH 6.4 
5.5 109 mm 6#5 120 
imi 7.® 163 1952 6.8 126 
1951 8.2 16? 1952 8.5 148 
19S0 17.0 259 1951 15.0 219 
1950 19.2 2% •• ^m mm 
1950 5.8 127 1951 5.2 123 
Analysts of variance 
Source® di 22. 41 ms ms 
i. I 2.80 6785** i 13.61 4012 
L X R 1 1 23.11^ 7530^  
P 5 153,79 * 27996 4 48.71** 13285** 
P X t 5 4.37 1411 4 1.52 331 
P X T X « 10 S.88 6m @ 2.50 929 
iemalnder 24 mm 63# W 501 
®t at liiHf l®v@l, K « field r®plicat®, P * phosphorus level, 
reaiainder is composed ©f greenhouse replicates and associated interaction#. 
h 
Missing values, three less degrees of freedom* 
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Table 40. Soil test and field and greei^ ouse ^  value measurement* of 
photphoru® availability in 1953 soil samples from a rock 
phosphate-sui^ exphoiphate experiment on Edina silt loam. 
Ij^ eriaaent F-214t« 
1952 field 
P treataent 
lbs. Pg^ j/A. 
Soil test 
lbs. p/a. 
%1 
Lbs. P^ Og/A.^  
if2 
lime 1—»«„ ,§.6 
0 3.2 237 188 72 
2^  (super) 6.0 328 376 174 
2^  (rock) 4.2 256 210 125 
L.l®e 2—I5M 6*4 
0 6.0 311 187 98 
240 (super) 18.0 289 314 258 
240 (rock) 5.0 335 216 99 
of variance 
Source®^  M «i i£ m m 
i.. 1 80.08 36?5 1102 4743 
i. X a I 3.00. 1042 787. 3165^ ^^  
p 2 72.52„ 1538 28718 38469„ 
P X L 2 36*02 5343 1389 5885 
P X L X E 4 4.94 1679 17D4 808 
Eenainder 12 nm-mt WW 587 
®Gorn in 1952. 
 ^* field j| value* oats plants sampled at 8-10 in.  ^fi®l<i 
valuei oats plants harvested after hard dowg^  stage of the gfain. 
« greenhmise g value# 
\ s! line level* R = field replicate* P = phosphorus level* 
remainder is imposed of greenhouse replicates and associated Interactions* 
\ 
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Tabl® 41• Soil t«st and field and gi^ enhouse J value raeasurements of 
ph©sph0«is in 19S4 and 1955 soil saE^ les frm & rock phosphate-
swpeiphosjp^ ate e^ peylasent on £dina silt loam* 
Exp. F-
1 
>2366, sampled 
a^p^ ited 19^  
1954 Esqp. F-2777, sampled 1955 
P acoiied 1951 
Field P 
treatnaent 
lbs. P^ Og/A. 
Soil test ' lbs. 3 Soil test lbs. PgOg/A.® 
lbs. F/a. lbs. P/A. if IQ 
Li«f 1 ©H 5.6 dH 
0 
240 (super) 
240 Crock) 
5.5 
13.0 
8.5 
95 
215 
136 
116 
26$ 
176 
1.4 
5.4 
3.6 
111 
113 
102 
83 
146 
134 
tM 6.4 oH 
0 
240 (super) 
240 (rock) 
5.0 
17.5 
108 
256 
130 
- .Analysis of 
143 
273 
151 
variance 
2.8 
6.9 
1.8 
109 
158 
105 
105 
194 
120 
llMiSS® if Si i£ mnyj^  m m Si 
I. 1 l.if Tf9 142 0.44 1392 3130 
L X K 1 
P 2 
15.19 
109.18** 
1709 
t' ## 
19697 
193 
62752 
0.07 
«• 
19.42 
236 
2294 
1123 
17127** 
P X L 2 10.94 546 3565 3.42 1358 2895 
P X L X B, 4 9.06 611 105 0.92 1406 650 
Samples/T 12 mm — 647 — 
Remainder 24 e»M» mm 330 
— 
«»a» 108 
®Soii samples taken in the spring fjro® block# in corn the previous 
year. 
K 
» field ^  value, * g^ reenhouse ^  value. 
\ w lifflg level, R = field replicate, P » y^ osphorus level, T = 
treatwnt, remainder is c«p®sed ©f greenhouse replicates and associated 
interactions. 
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Tablt 42* Soil test and groenhousfi A value latasuxments of phosphorus 
availability in 1953 soli^ samples from a rock phosphat#-
»up®rphosphat« esqserlnsent on Cirrington loam, Expsriiaont 
F-2150,. 
ladow in ifSt t^# in"l95i' 
Fl»ld P 
treatrttnt 
Soil Soil A 
test value te«t value 
Vr* P Lbs./A. Vr. P Ubs »/A. 
appl. p  appl. • p '  2^% 
m  5.9 ©H 6.1 
rntm 5#5 «*«p 4.0 88 
1951 6.5 108 1952 6.5 112 
19SI t.0 122 1952 9.0 136 
19S0 9.0 164 1951 ?.8 159 
1950 S.S 125 1951 4.8 97 
pH 6*4 
«»'«•» 
• •  'M '  121 mim 
1 
4.5 91 
IfSl 6.0 134 1952 7.8 131 
m i  $.i 14S 1952 7.2 134 
19S0 • 83 i n  1951 6.0 186 
19S0 6.0 149 1951 11.2 132 
Uf. 1 
40 {super) 
80 ( « ) 
24® C •• ) 
240 (rook) 
iime t 
40 Cs«p#r) 
80 ( " ) 
240 ( •» ) 
240 (rock) 
Analysis of varianeg 
iKir m .  m  ffit IBS 
t  l 0.61 5W§ 4.51 2649 
L 5C i 1 %$l n m  2.81 886„ 
p  4 6.50 . 4315 17.66 7407 
p X n 4 3.45 676 3.36 668 
P u t  4 0.6i 65 3.54 499 
p X t X i 4 3.SS 150^  3.09 528. 
Remainder 20 mm n# mm 242® 
* t  « limt l©v»l, 8 w field replicate, P a photphonii level, 
remainder I# composed of freenhouse repliestea ai^  associated interaction#. 
b 
Misslnf v«lu#8t two less degrets of freedom# 
®Mi«sin§ value,, on# less de§r#e of freedom# 
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Tabl« 43. Soil t®st and field and greenhouse A value measurements of 
phosphorus availability in 1953 soil samples from a rock 
phesphat«*superphosphat@ experiment on C^ rrington loam. 
Ixperiaent F-.2150,® 
I9m field 
P treatment 
IfoS, PgOg/A. 
Soil test 
lbs, P/A, 
Lbs. 
2^ 
A 
-g 
iiiie M 
0 5.2 1S9 264 113 
40 (super) mm mm 131 
80 ( « ) 4.8 mm 114 
240 ( « ) 7.0 30f 672 142 
240 Crock) 4.6 335 272 131 
Lime 6.6 
0 5.S 376 145 113 
40 (super) 6.S 112 
80 ( - ) 7.2 mim mm 138 
240 ( '* ) 12.0 557 671 200 
240 (rock) 6.5 475 546 94 
Analvsis of variance 
ItHIt® ms if Si. iS» df ms 
t I 24.20 I 110573 6989 1 263 
L X R 1 I 10191 24916. 1 1005 
p 4 11,89 2 25734 218653* 4 3522 
p ss R 4 4.0S 2 1078 9936 4 139 
p X t 4 3.17 • 2 2950. 38313. 4 3970 
p X L. X » 4 1.23 2 1865# 15367® 4 844 
Remainder mm M»«at mmm 20 790 
®Gorn in X952* 
® field a value, oats plants sampled at 8-10 in# « field 
A value, oats plants harvested after hard dough stage of thegrain. 
5g w freertfiouse A value. 
ss liiat level, fi a field replicate, p « phosphorus level, 
remainder is composed of greenhouse replicates and associated interactions. 
%isslng value, one less degree of freedom. 
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Tabl# 44. Sell test and field and freenhous© A value measurements of 
phosphorus availability in 1954 and'"l955 soil samples fr«n 
a rock phosphate^ superphosphate ©xperisaent on Carrington 
loam®. 
Imp* " ' s a r a p l e d  l i S 4  '  E x p ,  
Field P 
P apsilad 1950 
"1y Soil test 
F*at?6, sampled 1955 
9 applied 1951 
Iht. P/A. lbs# PgO^ /A m . ^ lb®. P/A, " —f 
line.l m 5.8 oH 5.7 
0 •^•2 • rfi ll6 2.0 76 86 
240 (super) 5#S 279 150 4.0 140® 125 
240 (roek) 2«3 157 118 2.6 83 109 
Urn 2 m i.6 oH 6.3 
0 4«8 24t 134 2.3 108 80 
240 (super) 6.0 343 lii 4.4 167® 120 
240 (rock) 4.2 188 115 3.2 100 107 
Analvsi® of variane® 
Sssisa^  : m m H. i&  ^Si. m. m® 
L 1 4*m 9554 841 1 0.61 1250 179 
I# K H 1 2.08 1306^  1795 1 0.07„ 2592 1475 
P 2 S.SS 2062t 4987 2 4.2S ' !• 4749 
P X t 2 4.C^  1053 72© 2 0.1? 40® 319 
P n t 2 0.33 530 550 2 0.04 112* 8 
P X L X 1 t 5.0S 1791 1462 2 0.40 4» 328 
ieraalnder : 24 U 24 56 
*Sotl Sii^ les taken in the spring from block® In corn the previoua 
year. 
"a, . field A value, ^  » greenhouse A value# 
®Cto«r replication only# 
« llaje level# K « field replicate, P » phosphorus level, 
remainder is oomposed of greenhouse replicates and associated interactions. 
•Cte® degree of freedom, superphosphate treatment omitted In the 
inaly@is» 
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Tabl® 46. Soil t@8t and fraenhoiise A value measurements of phosphorus 
availability in 1953 soll~samples from field experiments 
that receiiiwfti different rates of phosphorus fertilizer in 
1946 and 1950» 
Field P 
trea-taaent 
lbs. PjO/A. lbs. 
Ixp. F-2152 (1946) 
Clarion lo. PH 7*2 
t««t A value 
p/a. lbs. 
E x p ,  F-2151 (1950) 
Floyd si. lo« pH 6*2 
Soil testA value 
lbs. p/a. lbs. 
0 4.0 115 7.2 142 
60 4.5 134 6.5 130 
lao 4.0 122 5.0 120 
240 143 mm — 
Analysis of variance 
i® Si il Si ms 
Treatment 3 2.2S 893 2 2.63 491* 
T X i 6 8.37 359 2 2.04 74 
iemalnder 12 300^  6 mtm 81 
» treatmentp H « field replicate, remainder is composed of 
greenhouse replicates and assoeiated interaetion#. 
Missing value, one less degree of freedom. 
Table 46. Soil test and greenhouse A value j»asiJfeiB#nts of phosphorus availability in 1954 soil 
saiBoles from field experiments that receivsd different rates of phosohorus ftrtilifer 
In mi* 
Field P 
Hxp. 
Ida si. 
F-2350 
lo. ©H 8.2 
txp. F»23^  
Clarion si. lo, oH 7.0 
Ej^ . 
Galva si. 
P-2360 
lo. ©H 6»J 
trea^ nt 
lbs. 
Soil 
lbs. 
test A value 
lb?. PjOj/A. 
Soil test 
lbs. p/A. 
A mlm 
lbs. 
Soil test 
lbs. P/K 
A vali» 
Ibl. PgOgA. 
© .5 25 2.2 80 6.7 169 
40 .5 m 2.0 88 6.0 166 
80 .8 35 2.9 102 10.5 207 
Analysis of variance 
Source® 11. Si 41 ii 41 m. §i m. i£ 
Treatwent 2 .042 2 98 2 .812 2 1027** 2 17.69 
* 
2 3341 
T x Rf 2 .042 2 94 6 .535 6 37 4 7.11 4 179 
9 
iimm 2 17 - 2 2 «•«!» '«M» 2 27 
Rf x Rg mm 1 0 - ^ 3  ^ -M- 2 96 
T x R* x 
» 9 
amm 2 13 mum 6 16 «MI» "SM* 4 94 
®T = treatffientf ® field replicate, Rg 2= greenhouse replicate. 
I l l  
47. »as»r«««mts ®f phosphorus availability In 1954 soil sample® 
itm t fi®W ©xpetiasent that r«ceived different rates of 
|>h®sph0»us feirtillzeir with and without nitrogen in 1953r. A" 'V 
Field P • f^M(" " • . N/A. 
treataent 
lbs* P/gA* 
MqII test' A value' 
lbs» p/A* ibe. PgOg/A* 
o^ii' teJst 
lb®, p/A, 
A value 
Ibs^ PgO^A, 
0 ©•S 36 0.0 3S 
80 0,® m O.S 42 
140 2»Q 84 2.2 80 
24© 5»5 15i 2.8 120 
$•2 124 7.S 170 
Analysis of variance® 
»o U and 160 lbs- M/k. oond^ ined 
Soli test A value 
11. m 
Treatflient f 11.4!l 9 15041"^  
T X ig «!»*» mm 18 90 
Flots/T 9® 6..53 im-m •• 
Piots/T/fe^  27^  T7S 
®Co«Bpl®t@ly' rattdomiaed design 
1^  
T m trestfflent-# « greenhowse repliette 
liseinf valuef em lets degree of freedom. 
'Missing' val«<g.s» three less degrees of freedom. 
Ttbl# 48. Soil test arwJ frsenhoijse A value meastir®i@nts of ^ osphorws availability in 1954 soil 
sidles i^m H&ld »merimnts that received! differtnt rates of pbosphoraS fertiliztr 
in 1^ 2. 
Fi@lci P 
treatotfit 
lbs* PgOgA. 
Sjsp. F-23^  f-2349 Ixp* 
Galva si. Iqj, i?ti Mleelltt pH 6«6 Flo^ i tl« ie> pH 5«S 
Soil test A value Soil test A value Soil test A valwi 
Ibt. P/A. m. lbs, P/A» lbs, W-
0 5.5 m 3.8 100 3.0 100 
7.2 m 3.f 123 4.0 m 
so 8.2 140 6.5 145 5.7 155 
A nalysis of vailauce 
Source® §£ m H m il m il m ^ a 41 m 
Treatment 2 3,88 2 1318 2 9.64 2 3997* 2 5.44* 2 4478^ 
T X Sf 2 2,54 2 855 6 2.23 6 465 4 0.61 4 71 
T x R g  — ^ 2 26 mum 2 45 mm «»•» 2 184 
Rj X Rg 
-
1 17 
--
3 79 — 2 32 
T X Rj X Rg 2 2 
—* 6 119 4 164 
= treateent, fif = field replicate^  Rg = greenhouse replicat® 
TabI# 49. Sotl test aiKJ §te®nlioiis# A valu# nieasuri««fits ©f phstphoms availability in 1954 soil 
saapl®« ffiMi field txperiroents liiat reeetved different rates of phosphorus ftrtilizeir 
in ifS2 and 1^ 3. 
Field P 
txp, F«t3! 
iatshall si* 
52 (l« 
l«. J 
2^) 
58 6.6 
2m • 
fereas si. e* 
Ci^ t) 
I®, m 7 a 
iis^ . ^  
r^eos si, e, 
% tl953! 
. 1®. EH 7*3 
treattBent 
lbs. 
iotl test 
lbs, pA. 
A wl«« 
lbs. PgOg/A. 
Seil test 
lbs. P/k, I 
k valt^  
lbs. PgOgA. 
Seil test 
Ibt. P/A, 
A valae 
lbs. PgOgA. 
7.2 163 3.2 m 1.7 86 
m mm •mmi. ii»«» 2.1 m 
m 
-
mmrn mmrn 3.6 135 
100 — imm 4.0 145 
11.S 211 — mm 
Anilvsts ®f varianee 
Soure*' 41 a m il m. m i£ M i£ 
Treatment 1 18.06 I 4536 I 1.04 I 364 2 5.02* 2 6737^  
T x R ,  I 0.56 1 876 2 1.04 2 779 8 0.74 8 876 
T x R g  1 3 mt-m tmm I 2 2 72 
R, X II 
' 9 
-• -M. 1 402 imm mum 2 118 4 100 
T X Rj X Rg 
— 
I 275 mmm 2 30 8 83 
S5 treateent, Rj » field replicate, ftg « greenhouse replicate. 
Tabl# 50. Soil t«st and grtanhottse A value aKsasureaents of phosphorus availability in 1954 soil 
tangles fr®a fitld exptri^ nts that received different rates of phosphorus fsrtiliztr 
in 19^ . 
Field P 
treatfflent 
lbs* \%/^ * 
Ijqj. F-2353 
sl> lo. pH 6ml 
Soil t®st h mlm 
lbs» P/A/ lbs, 
ixp« F*2354 
Stlva §i» le« gH 6>l 
Soil "t®St ' A wi'u«"' 
lbs. P/A. lbs. 
Sjqs. F-23^  
Webster si. e» 1#» laH 7.8 
Seil test A valti# 
lbs. P/A, lbs. PgO^ A. 
0 
40 
80 
120 
6.0 
10.5 
13.0 
16.0 
173 
196 
251 
259 
7.0 
6.0 
8.0 
10.2 
m 
165 
185 
224 
®T a treatffientt Rf = field replicate, Rg = greenhouse replicate. 
5.5 
6.0 
12.5 
14.5 
111 
133 
163 
203 
Analysis of variance 
Sotiree® a ii m a as ii a df ms a m. 
Treatment 3 35.79 3 6774* 3 6.61 3 4146 3 41.46** 3 6401' 
T X B| 3 6.12 3 244 3 7.61 3 3783 3 1.46 3 74 
T x R g  «ia» mm 3 258 mm 3 114 — 3 78 
Rf X % — 1 143 — mam 1 78 mm 1 502 
T X X Rg 3 254 — — 3 146 mm »m 3 99 
## 
Tabl# 51. Soil test atKl greenhows® A valu® neasyrefflents of phosphorus availability in 1954 soil 
ssfBoles from fitld ©xperimnts that received diffe^ n^t rates of phosohorus fertilizer 
in lf53» 
Exp, 1-2357 Ixp. F-2362  ^ Ixp. F-2363 
Fitld P feedy sl« lo« pH 6,4 Cogggn f. s. 1q, pH 6»2 Clyle si« e. pH 6,4 
treat»ent Soil test ' 'Avnlm Soil test A l^u® Soil test  ^valiMi 
lbs, PgOg/** Ifes, p/A, lbs, ibs, p/A, lbs, 
0 3,5 129 4,5 114 6,8 160 
60 5,5 131 4,8 140 «»«» 
-
120 10,0 213 7,0 152 16,0 254 
Analysis of variance 
Sourct® iL il. il m il m 41 m ffls 41 m 
Treateent 2 22,17 2 9166 2 0,38 2 1464 I 217,56 1 17475 
T X 11^  2 6,50 2 1129 2 4,29 2 156 1 14,06 1 888 
T x R g  w« mm 2 110 «!»«• 2 39 1 0 
if X Rg — •»4P 1 2 4MHM 1 171 •»«» 1 319 
T X Rf X Rg mm mm 2 128 — mm 2 77 mm 1 26 
ss treatment, R| = field replicate, » greenhouse replicate. 
